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HOLLAND,

10.

AfEKNGS,

D. It., Dru" Store. Fine DniRB, MedIciuep,Fancy Good*, Toilet Articles and Per-

31

$m.

fumeries. Eighth

PUBU8IIED KVEHY 8ATUHDAY AT

IHarltcL,

W. Van Den ButuFs Family Medicines; Itlverbt.

Beans,

Produce,Etc$

bushel ................ S 25
bushel ...................1 20

Butter.

••

©
®
(til

..................
\\7 ALSU HKBEK, Druggist & Pharmacist;afull Clover seed, V lb ..................
^
V
stock of goods appertaining to the busiuess Eggs, dozen ....................
W
See advertisement.
Honey, lb ....................... C'C
Hav, ^ ton ....................... 8 00 4
Furniture.
Onions,$1 bushel ................
Potatoes, $ bushel ............... (&
\ I EVER II., & CO., Dealers in all kindsofFur- Timothy Seed, ^ bushel ........... &
.VI nltnrc. Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins, Wool, tMb ......................
Picture Frames, etc.; River street.
Wood, Staves, Etc,
I) E1DSEMA J. M., ,t SON. General Dealers in Cordwood, maple, dry ....................$ %
green ................... 2 75
Li Furniture & Coffins; Eighth street. See adlb

V

OUT

OFFICE: VAN LANDEGB.ND’8BLOCK.

vd ™

D033BUR5, Editor and

0. J.

T321I3 OF SU3332IPTI01I

Publisher.

J2.00 peryear ia »d7»ce.

JOB IMUNTISU PIIOMPTLT AND NEATI.Y DONE.

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
One

square of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
for lirst insertion,and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion for any period under three

months.
1 Y.

3 m.
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M.

50
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00
00
00
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8 00
1 00
17 00

8
10

8
10
17
25
40
65
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00
00
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^
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beach, dry ................. 2 50
vertisement.
*• green ................2 25
Hemlock Bark. . .................. ®5 25
Oroceriei.
Staves, pork, white oak, .............^10 00
12 (H)
ir'LIETSTRA, A., Groceriesand Supplies; a Staves, Tierce,
ready market for country produce; a choice Heading bolts, soft wood ........... ® ;l ?5 •}
stock always on hand; cor. Eignth and Market jt. Heading bolts, hardwood ..................
Stave bolts, softwood ....... ............... *75
Stave bolts, hardwood .............. ..... ^
rpE
VAARWERK, G. J., Family Supply
I
-j -Store:
--- - '
h choice stock vf groceriep alwayn on hand.
Blacksmithshop in rear of Store; Eighth street.
.

'U

“

.........

'

^

l

Grain, Feed, Etc.
00
25
[Corrected
by the “PtuggerMillf.)
General
Deulert.
00
40
•r> o
Wheat, white "p bushel
G S 1 fi"
50
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three 1\UURSEMAJ.& CO., Dealers in Dry Goods, Corn, shelled bushel
35
1 / Groceries, Crockery,Glassware,Hals, Cups, Oats, V bushel .........
changes.
90
Buckwheat,
bushel
Clothing
and
Feed;
River
street.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
Ifi 00
Bran, # ton ............
lines, $2.00 per annum.
2) 00
'£'F. ROLLER, D., Retail Dealer in Dry Goods, Feed. ^ ton ......................
Notices of Births. Marriages,and Deaths pub1 25
^100 lb .....................
Groceries, etc. ; Notary Public and convey1 10
lished withoutcharge.
ancer; office and store,cor. 9th and Market street. Bariev, f) 100 lb ...................
1 30
An I before the Subscriber's name will denote
Middling, ^ 100 lb .................
\ 50
the expiruticMU>f the Subscription.Two XI sigPUTTEN 0„ General Dealers,in Dry Flour, f} 100 lb .....................
4 00
nify that no pMVer will be continuedafter date.
Goods. Groceries, Crockery, Hats and Caps, Pearl Barley, ^ 100 lb ..............3 00
;<T \11 ad\Wtising bills collectable quarterly Flour, Provisions, etc.; River »t.
Meats, Etc.
17

i

0

1

©

"

^

yAN

@

Beef, dressed per

Pork,

Eardwara.

\TAN DKR

Rail Roads.

V

Effect,

Sunday, April

8,

54®

..........

5X®

H
............................
8

S

Ham

“

an LANDEGEND &

(To 9

Shoulders ......................
® 7

V

1876.
Leave

Arrive at
Holland.

9.45 a. in.
12.00 “ “

Grand Rapids.

*

Holland.
| 1.15 a.
f

m.

5.15 “ “

Missouri; from then

was found in Upper

to

Omaha City, the merchant, “he settled in Houstoninvaded Iowa; then the capital of Texas. I was put in a
the next three or four years, grocery and provision store under a very

one hundred miles west of
in

Nebraska. In

gradually, in

1861,

it

spreading eastward over that State. In

strict and

1864 and 1865,

ing, just as

it

crossed the Mississippi,

parsimoniousboss. One morn-

I had swept out, Tom, Gen.
and pushing eastward Houston’s body servant, came into the
at he rate of about fifty miles a year. In store. Looking round he spied a fine ham
1869, its presence was reported in Ohio. —a rara avis in those days. Having asked
Early in the summer of 1874, it had made the price, he said he would take it, and

invading

Illinois,

l

its

appearcancc on the Atlantic seaboard, the president would

and was reported during the year from
several parts of Connecticut,New Jersey,

New

York, Pennsylvania,Delaware,

increased in its native

home.

During the

he

New England States, aud

especially

I felt

call

around aud pay

proud of my

sale, aud called

attention of the boss to

it

as

soon

as

he came in.

“Did you get the money?” he asked
quickly.

year 1876, the insect swarmed in most of
the

it.

for

Maryland and Virginia. Its injuries also

“No, but President Houston is coming
round

on the seashore. It had extended north

to

pay for

it.”

— the devil! Did
around Montreal and was especially abun- Tom say he would see it paid?”
ant as far us Trois Rivieres; while in its
“No, sir.’
eastern progress it has overrun Massachu“Then you arc a fool. Now, sir, you
setts,

Vermont and New Hampshire, and

“President Houston

go straight to the president’s kitchen and

extended some distance into Maine. As bring me that ham, unless
the larva is sluggish
plant from

which

it

and
is

never leaves the

it

is ready to

Tom

will say

it

shall he paid for.”

hatched, except in

quest of more food, until

special Roticfs.

P. Zai.sman, Proprietor.
First-classaccommodation. Free Buss to and
frem the Trains. Eighth street.

Penniless President-

told stories of early days in Texas. One
the year 1859,11 struck me as worth preserving.
had spread eastward and reached a point
“When my father first came here,” said
‘•In the year 1824, it

pupate, all the journeys of this insect are

ETNA HOUSE.

A

270.

well-known merchant of this city, who

habits:

lb

Hotel:.

Train*.

5

Smoked Meat ................

MKLIS, Dealeis in Tallow, per .......................... 7 Go 8
Hard-ware, Tin-ware and Farming Imple- Turkeys. “ ................- ......... 1» ®
ments; Eighth street.
Chickens, dressed per lb ................ ®1°

Chicago & Michigan Lake Shore R. R.
Taken

Dealer in General Hardware; cor. Eighth and River street.
E..

lb

.................................. 1<>

Lard

VEEN.

“ “

A

NO.

A correspondentof the Massachusetts On a recent business trip to Houston,
Ploughman gives the following account of writes a correspondentof the New York
the Colorado Potato Beetle, its history and Sun, I had for a traveling companion a

street.

Apples,

WHOLE

21, 1877,

History of the Colorado Beetle,

Out

y-AN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer hi Drugs, McdiV ‘ cine*, Paints, Oiis, etc.: Proprietor of Dr.

W3EKLY HEW3PAPEB,

EM

MICH., SATURDAY, APRIL

ews.

N

“I

started off, very

and not liking

the job

much

before

crestfallen,

me. But

I

resolutelywalked into the president’s

made in the perfect or beetle kitchen. Tom was there. I saw my bam
by means of the ample rose-colored lying there with a few slices cut off it, and
wings, which, when the insect is at rest, seizing it, told Tom, unless he would un-

necessarily
state,

pITY HOTEL. J. W. Mindeuhout, Proprietor.
VJ Built in 1873; Furnished inelegant style, and

I. 0. of 0- F.
are compactly folded up beneath the dertake to see that the money was paid, I
Holland City Lodge, No. 192. 1 ndepondentOrder
* 4.20 p.
a first-class hotel throughout.
of Odd Fellows, holds its regular meetings nt Odd striped wing cases. Its spread, howevci,
must lake it back.
Fellows' Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening
Muskccnn, Pcntwatcr
Liveryind Stle Ctablei.
over the more populous portions of the
of each week
Tom cogitated awhile, and then said:
5.40
a.
m.
& Big Rapids. 11.10 a.m.
invited.
country, is not to be attributed to its powPOONE & ALBERTI. Livery and Sale Stable. Visiting others are cordially
4.10
j. Kramer, N. G.
9.30 p. m.
“Young man, take back your meat. The
L > Office and bam on Market street. Everything
N. W. Bacon, R. 8.
ers of flight alone. It undoubtedly avails
glneral is a mighty good master, but a
first-class.
Mew Bullalo &
-*•*itself, to no inconsiderableextent, of
J 1.05 a. m. *11.20 a. m.
Chicago.
mighty poor pay-master, and I don’t kcer
F. & A. M.
12 15 p. tn. J^IBBELINK. J. II., Livery and Sale Stable:
f 5.10 p. m.
Officeof Dally Stage Line to Saugatuck. 9th
A Regular Communication of Unity Lodge, transportation afforded to other travellers, to involvilatemyself with his debts?”
\ 9.45 “ “ street, near Market.
3.05 “ “
No. 191. F. & A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall. and often got a lift on eastern bound trains
Holland. Mich., on Wednesday evening, April
“This was enough for me. I left with
*4.00
and most probably crossed the most bar25, at 7 o’clock, sharp.
Wagonoaken and Blacksmiths.
* Mixed trains.
the ham in my hand. Going around to
J. S. Burns, W. M.
ren plains bordering its native confines
+ Daily except Sunday and Monday.
T'vIJKKMA a RRO., Wagon and Blacksmith O. Bretman, Sec']/.
the gate, I had to pass the front door.
J Daily except Saturday.
l) Shop. Horse-shoeingand all kinds of repairthrough man’s direct agency, i. e., by beJ Mondays only.
There stood Gen. Houston, the president
ing done. River Street.
All other tr ilns dally except Sundays.
ing carried. There is a possibilitythat in
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago
of Texas, with a pocket-handerchlefin
T^LIEMAN. J., Wagon and Blacksmith Shop;
The question has been foV a long time some instances it may have been carried
time, which is 20 minutes later than Columbus
t’ Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repairing
time.
what will you do with dead animals. The in the egg state on living plants, or in the one hand and a toothpick in the other.
pone Cash paid for Furs.
—
“My little man, says he, in his superb
undersignedwhose place ofbusinessisnear
pupa state in lumps of earth; but these
Merchant Tailors
Lake- Shore and Michigan Southern R. R.
Metz’s Tannery, will hold himself inreadmanner, tell your master I am under great
modes of transit, if at all, have necessarily
pOSMAN.J.W.. Merchant Tailor, and Dealer inesss to remove nil dead animals at his
obligations for a most delicious breakfast,
Taken Effect,Sunday, Nod. 21, 1875.
1) in ready made clothing and Gents’ Furnish own expense, by simply notifying him been exceptional. Let it not be underand would pay him, but I really haven’t
lug Goods.
thereof.
stood that this insect in its onward spread,
FROM GR’ND
TO GR’ND RAPIDS.
got the money. The fact is, young man,
Ben hard Wick.
Express. Mail. \70RST, W.. Merchant Tailor. Cloth purchasSTATIONS.
Express. Mail.
or march, ever entirely quits any dislrict
Holland,
Aug.
28,
29-ly
P.
M.
A.
M.
Texas
is very poor, and, as her president,
ed elsewhere, will be cut to order. Repairing
A. M.
V. M.
where it has once attaineda foothold.
7 10 promptlyattended to. River street.
Grand Rapids. 10 10
4 15
7 30
I must share her poverty.”
9 55
6 55
Grandville.
7 44
4 32
in its Results. This idea of its itinerant character seems
8 45
5 45
Allegan.
8 26
Neat Markets.!
5 45
5 18
8 16
Otsego.
9 41
6 11
There is no Medicine that has accom- very generally to prevail, aud a great
5 10
8 07
Plainwcll
9 19
pUTKAUW., New Meat Market, near comer plished so much as Shiloh's Consumptive many people labor under the impression Rev. E. C. Oookl of Grand Haven
6 19
4 45
7 35
Coopes.
9 85
6 35
l > Eighth and Fish Street.A!! kinds of sau4 40 sage* constantly on hand.
7 35
Kalamazoo.
Cure. It has establishedthe fact that that soon after its advent, tills dreaded foe favors us with the following about South
9 50
6 50
P.M.
A.M.
A. M.
P.M.
Haven: “There is plenty of fruit land for
Consumption can be cured, while for
3 05 T7"UITE.J.. Dealer in all kinds of meats and
5 50
to the potato will of its own accord take
White Pigeon.
11 30
8 30
Asthma, Bronchitis, Croup, Hoarseness,
A.M.
P.M.
sale, mostly unimproved, though there are
P.M.
A.M.
Iv
vegetables; Meat Market on 8tb street.
8 50
10 40
Whooping Cough, and all Lung diseases its leave as suddenly as it came— that,
Chicago.
6 30
6.UU
several parcels of land with fruit in bearA.M.
P.M.
P.M.
A M.
it has no equal. No Medicine was ever like every other dog, it will have its day.
8 30 Y'AN DKR HAAR, H., Deajcr In Fresh, Salt,
11 55
Toledo.
5 00
2 40
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper sold on such favorable terms. If it was It may and very generally dees, prove ing in the market. One parcel of 22
A.M
P.M.
P. M.
A. M.
and
twine;
8th street.
acres with 1,200 peach trees, mostly in
3
40
unreliable it would be the greatest folly to
7 40
Cleveland.
9 30
7 05
more injurious during the first two or
P.M.
P.M.
A.M.
guaranteeit. It costs nothing to try it as
P. M
bearing, one of the best locations, one
Xmfaetorlei,Mills, Shops, Etc.
7 55
12 10
Uuflalo.
4 05
three years of its advent than subsequent1 I*
it can bo returned if it does not give satmile from the Lake and two miles from the
pvEMING. W. IL. Manufacturerof Plows.
isfaction after using two-thirds of a bottle. ly. From careful observation,I am conl) Improved machinery is enabled to sell the Call at our stores and get a sample bottle
harbor, owned by one of the lumber
fident in saying, the wetter the season, the
Mich. Lake Shore Rail Road.
regular
____ Kalamazoo,
__________ _ _____
Plow and
___
warrant
________ them, at
manufacturers, cun bo . purchased for
10
cents
or
a
regular
size
for
50
cents
or
lower prices than any surroundingtown. Plow
less damage is done by them.
$1.00. If your Lungs are sore or Chest or
points ground to order. 10th street west of River st.
Taken Effect, Monday, May 29, 1876.
“As to the method of destroying,and twenty two hundred dollars, one-half down.
Back lame use Shiloh’s BellnbonnaPlaster
TJEALD, R. K., Mannfactnrerof and Dealer In which seldoms fails to give relief. J. O. getting potato fields rid of them, I am o On the same road one mile further from
Going South.
Going North.
tl Agricultural Implements; commission agent
No. 1
No. 3
STATIONS.
No. 4 No. 2
Doesburg, Ko. 70, Eighth street and Wm. the opinion that the process of picking the Lake is a tract of 250 acres unimproved,
for Mowinn Machines • cor. 10th 4 River street.
p. m. a. m.
p. m. p. m.
Van Pulten, River street, Holland, Mich. and burning on a pile of brush or straw, that can be purchased in small, say 20
2 00
8 00
Muskegon
8 2D 12 15
PAUELS, VAN PUTTEN 4 CO., Proprietors Everywhere by dealers generally.
2 30
8 50
Forrysburg
7 45 11 45
‘not scalding them,’ is the cheapest and acre parcels,at about 20 dollars per acre,
of Plugger Mille; (Steam Saw and Flour
2 40
9 00
Grand Haven
7 40 11 40
“Hackmetack”
a
new
and
delightful
Mills.)
near
foot
of
8th
street.
3
13
9
50
Pigeon,
6 50 11 11
surest, as, in this way, you have the chance which is very cheap. Just at this time
8 55 11 15
Hoi
'
oliaud
5 45 10 85
Perfume sold by the above dealers.
TTERBEEK, H. W.. 4 CO., Proprietorsof the
to pick off also the leaves with eggs on at there are several unusuallygood opportun4 12 11 45
Fillmore
5 17 10 15
Phoenix
Planing
Mill.
All
kinds
of
build1
15
5
00
Allegan
ities for investment and many of them
4 00 9 25
Just received a supply of Spring Styles the same time. From careful observation,
ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
of Hats; new styles of Calicoes and Fancy I have found that the female begins to lay with small payments down. The market
NoUrv Publics
Goods, all of which we will sell cheap for her eggs on the under side of the leaves as facilities are all that one can desire, there
giusmcstf gitfctun!.
POST, HENRY D., Real Estate and Imurance cash. Call at
soon as the patato plants appear above the being connection per railroad for the
D. BERTSCH.
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer;Collections made in Hollandand vicinity.
ground. The eggs are oval, of a translu- Eastern market and per steamboat for
t 9.35 p. in.

3.10 p.

m.
m.

“ “

-

-

Dead Animals.

--

-

RAPIDS

1876.

V

Wonderful

1

V

L

Attorneys.

JJOWARD, M.

Notary Public; River street.

OHERBURNE,

W„

8.

O

W

Store,

rpEN EYCK,

1

J..

8th

street.

Blendon,Mich., Attorney

at Law and Notary Public. Special attention
riven to foreclosureof Mortgagesand collections.
Office In the Village of Zeelandat the Store of A.
Bolks & Bros.

Attorneyat Law and Collecting
in Kenyon’s block, 2nd floor,

Agent. Office

River street.

_

of new French letter paper, and
and Insurance Agent. Office, CUy Drug all kinds of Fancy Sla^io^er^^£jt(g at

\T7AL8n, H., Notary

D., Claim Agent, Attorney and

PhysleUni

NNIS.

l

A

Pnblic, Conveyancer,

T. E., Physician;residence, opposite
8. W. cor. Public Square.

PEST. R. B. 4 McK., Surgeonsand Physicians.
15 Office at their residence,Overysel, Mich. Dr.
McK. Best

will go to East Saugatnckevery other
to keep himself in readiness
day for the next:tyear,
. ..
for professional calls.
.

T EDEBOER. B. Physicianand Surgeon: Office
J. A. Proprietror of City Bakerv; Lj corner Eleventh and River street apposite
Confectionaryand cigars; Refreshments in public square.
this line served on call ; Eighth street.
AM ORRIS, 8. L., Physician and Surgeon. Office,
Banking and Exchange.
iVl over E. Ukbold’b Boot and Shoe Store,
Eighth street.
jr EN YON, NATHAN, Banking and Collecting,
IV Drafts bought and sold; cor. Eighth and OCBOUTEN, R. A. City Physician. Office at D.
River streets.
R. Meengs* Drug Store,8th Street.

t

Boeki and Stationery.

TrANTERS,

L. T. Dealer In Books, Statlonery, Cigars,Notions and Toys, opposite
City Drug Store, Eighth street.

IV

Boota and Shoei.

TTEROLD,

E., Manufacturer of and dealer in
Boots and Shoes, Leather. Findings,etc.;
Eighth street.

11

Seatlat.

^

an’ he’d write down every sin, an’ the

&

of it opposite. Well, one day a big
mountainy fellow came to his duly, mu’,

A few weeks ago the children attend-

price

.....

Sevtag Kathiies.

TT

ANTER8, A.

Residence, or at his Office,
ON THE CORNER

G. J., Generaldealer la Tobacco,
Cigars, Snnll, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.

ThOESBURG,

TOSLIN A BREYM AN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,
t) and dealers in Fancy Goods ; Kenyon’s Block

itota ul Jmfr.

River Street.

(W/n ‘.A

OF

NINTH A FISH

rpR ROLLER,

1

_

point lor people to locate.”

ing a school

Italy, were left

NOTICE.

«niDn,**j
A.m. Fancy Good", Toilet Articles
and PerfumerIm Paint* and Otis, 4c., Eighth street

U

nt first

bearin’ confessions wid a slate an’ pencil;

Notice is hereby given to all persons in
debted to the late firm of E. Kruisinga
Son, that the undersigned has been apud
pointed the assignee of the estate of said
firm, and that all indebtednessdue them
must be paid to him without delay.

A.NNIS

J. O., Dealer In Drugs and Med!clnes, Paints and Oils, Brashes,Ac. Phy
sician r prescriptions carefully pnt np: Eighth st.

Haven’s climatic advantages,they are not

NOTICE.

Tobacco ud Cigara.
kedlelass.

ten to forty. The larvce are bathed in less

kept by a priest at Capua,
to themselvesa few minsays he, ‘I bruk a man’s head last Hallow
utes, and one of them allowed a favorite
Eve.’ ‘That’s ninepencc,’ says the priest.
canary of the master's to escape from its
‘I cut the tall ov Larry Kelly’s cow.’
O
MANLY D. HOWARD,
cage. When the latter returned he deThat’s a shillin’-oh,begob, a shillin’
Assignee of E. Kroizenqa & Son.
manded the name of the culprit, and, on
Photographer.
that is!’ And down it went on the slate.
Holland, March 28, 1877.
dismissing the other children to their dinTJTGGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer.Gal‘I nearly murthered me wife twice.’
ner, desired him to stay behind, and go
XX lery opposite this office.
‘That’s thruppence; go on.’ ‘I kilt an
down on hla knees as a further punishSaddlers.
Orangeman.’ ‘Whool’ says the priest,
ITAUPELL, H., Mannfactnrer of and dealer in ^NY one wishing the terrices rfthe^nnderjljnad rubben, out everything. ‘That clanes ment. The other children, os they pasV Harness, Trunks, Saddles and Whips;
sed the butcher’s shop of their schoolfelEighth street.
out all the rest!”
leave notice at bis
low’s father,explained why he wouldn’t

Van Raalte.

ud

Chicago and Milwaukee. As to South

of a dark surpassedby any localityalong the entire
Lake Shore and the same can be said of
Soda water Fountain in prime order— Venetian red, becoming lighter and acthe first of the season— come and take a quiring a double row of black lateral its soil. Any one that becomes personally
conversantwith these fruit lands and the
drink at
spots as they approach mnturily.”
L. T. KANTER3.
advantages of the location, will be fully
‘There was a Kerry priest,” began convinced that South Haven is a favorable
Ned Shea, “an’ he had the fashion of

M. Agent for Ottawa and AlleEE D. M. Dental Burgeon; residenceand of- |\ gan Counties,for the “Howe Sewing Mschine.”
Dealers
in
needles and attachments.
fice on Eighth Street, opposite Bakker 4

Drufi

cent dark orange color, in clusters of from

than a week, and are

Bakeries.

PESSINK.G.

lot

STS.,

whereas his

hr

practice win not permit
aUpolated times.

him to be elsewhere at

R. A.

7-

Hou ato, March

80,

8CHOUTKN,

1877.

Physician.

Three hundred woman clerks in the be home to dinner, and presently his
Treasury Department are under sentence mother went to Intercede for him. When
of official death. Strange that almost the she made her way into the room she found
the poor little fellow lying dead, crahlfled
first morement of the Juggernaut car of
civil service reform should

crash oat three on

a table, bis feet

being cut off because

inoffensive fe* the table waa not Iouq enough. When her
males! It cannot be possible that the Sec- husband came, be discoveredthe piM in
retaire encounter with Mistress Doctor an adjoining room, and plunged a polg-

hundred unprotected

and

Mary walker has soured all bis chivalry. nard Into his heart, killing him at once.

dor at Red Cloud, when, in reality,the Government demands of them all arms and ponies.

mg

A

dispatch from St. Petersburg
intenBo and diatroNHingfeatures, those of an .
feeling here is intense.
PRESIDENT HAYES.
of like character,and are set forth in their
Advices from SoutheasternKansas state that I here never was such a popular war as this one
grim and appallingghastliness, with rickening
the grasshoppereggs have failed to germinate. will be. We have no brag, no bluster, no ex- and harrowing detail. Tho franticeffortsof He Defines His Policy and Intentions-A
citement in the streets, no processions,no
Farmers are jubilant in consequence, and a big
hundredsof people to escape an awful death
Free Talk with, the Press Agent.
amgiiig, no shouting,but a quiet resolution is
before the eyes of thousands of their fellow
crop of everythingexcept locusts is looked for
The
President has submitted himself
CITY, MICHIGAN.
in that region.... Ad vices from Camp Sheri- body’s langQ6 Ver^aC0’ 11113 i8mantfe«tin ovcry- men, unable to render the dightestaid, forms
to
a
formal
interview, and is reported ns
a most agonizingpicture. Timid and weak womdan report the arrival there of a large number
The friends of the Tichborne claimantmade en driven to frenzy, leaped from dizzy heights
of the hostilea of Crazy Horse’s band. They
ageut,it
were fairly loaded down with arms, even a formidable demonstration in London the to escape one horror, and met another on cruel,
the women and childrencarrying pistols, but other day. A procession numbering 60,000 flinty pavements. Strong men swung themversatiM0 “ft in the courfle of the con‘
selves from perilous elevations
elovations an
and
had little ammunition, and were in that condiiwi1 h had..noconcealmentsregardmu'ched to the office of the Home Secretary convulsively, desperately, to the frailestclung
ing his Southernpolicy, which, however had
tion of physical emptinessin which the gentle
FEDEDAL APPOINTMENTS.
and presented a plea for the pardon of port, till the scorching flames or physical exsavage most readily turns to thoughts of peace.
Francis M. Weaver, Indian Agent for the They were supplied with provisions, ana ther.' the great fraud.... The Czar of Russia has haustion compelled them to loosen their hold
left for the front. He will, however, confine and fall with a deadening thud at tho feet of
Sonthern Ute Agency.
entered the camp with great parade.
himself to inspecting the troops, and will take the frightened crowd, who stood with outPeter C. Shannon, Chief Justice of Dakota
no active part in the campaign. . .An order has stretched hands, vainly essaying to break the
THE SOUTH.
Territory.
people of that State having a full
of
Jacob J. Boreman, Associate Justice of Utah
The Keafor family, arrested at Fort Smith, been issued by the Berlin Governmentrequir- force of the frightful descent Wild, despair- ais sentimentson national Questions, inducing,
ing the immediate return of all conscripts or ing faces— faces never to be looked upon and
Territory.
Ark., on a charge of being the Kansas Benders,
tb0rt°
to ’the
recruitsof the Prussian army now residing forgotten—faces blanched with that awful
Tho ope mug sneech of a gubernatorialcandiTHE LOUISIANA COMMISSION.
after examination before United States Judge temporarilyabroad. In obedience to the sumdread which impending death brings to the
40 to the keynote
Wednesday,the 11th Inst, was anotherbusy Parker, at that place, were released. The par- mons a number of young Germans have left boldest, crowded to the half-openwindows
England
to
join
their
regiments.
.
.Tennyson,
ties from Kansas failed to identify them.
tee‘
gazing
wildly
on
the
mighty
sea
of
upturned
day with the commission.The members of
poet laureate of England, has for the second faces below, with the fire, cruel, certain, reHeavy rains have seriously injured the growfreely and distinctly expressed kt opinions.’
the State Board of Education called and extime declined the honor of knighthood.
morseless, behind them ; before them a yawnThis speech was published at length in all the
plained the affairs of their department at ing crops in South Carolina. . .Two young men,
ing gulf where death equally horrible and Repubhcanand many other newspapers, and,
length, after which the commission divided, named Jones and Wakoly, fought a duel at
therefore, his views were generallyknown. In
ana had interviews’ with Gov. Nicholls and Little Rock, Ark., the other day. The seconds
FRIGHTFLL CALAMITY.
that speech, after congratulating his fellowGov. Packard, spending considerable time loaded the pistols with blank cartridgesand
den at the right, women fainted at the sound
ciUzens on the complete triumph over those
Burning
of
the
Sonthern
Hotel
In
8t.
with each. In the afternoon a delegationof
nobodv was hurt, though the two pnncipals
all praying to heaven to succor tho doomed who sought to destroy the Union, and Um
Louis— A Large Number of Guests Meet
thirteen colored men appeared vath Mr.
were badly scared. All the partieswere arwrotohes. The spectators wrung their helpless grand results of tho war. ho alluded to tho coma Fiery Death.
Pinchback at the head. Among them rested and fined.
hands in mortal agony as one by one the dis- ing together again of Northern and Southern
were throe colored members
the
One of the most appalling calnmities torted faces dropped back into the lurid flames, men in a spirit of harmony and friendship,inWASHINGTON.
Nicholls Legislature.They were all opposed to
or leaped forth to certain death. Alternate |;1nud|f8tho?®
fought against one
It is said ex-Congressman Kasson, of Iowa, that has ever befallen the city of St.
the Packard Governmentand in favor of the
cheers and shudders escaped the multitude on anotner, and, as a prominentfeature in this
recognitionof Nicholls,and presented their will probably be appointed Minister to Spain. Louis took place at an early hour on the
on the street below-choers at the intrepid darto, on that occasion
views of the case at some length.
....In view of the certaintyof a European morning of the 11th inst, involvingthe ing of some stout hand and heart rescuingan spoke of the kindly manner in which Vice
A delegation of thirty planters, representdestruction
by
fire of the large and fine unfortunate victim-shuddersas from the
war, it is not unlikely that Horace Mavnard mav
South 0nt Wib,0nwa8
his visit to tho
ing the Liberal-Conservative
elementof politics, be retiredfrom Constantinople,and a very Southern Hotel, and the loss of a large burning pile came a bundle, or what seemed a
bundle,
hurling
itself through the sea of flame
Li
this
era
of
good
feeling
and
reconciliation,
much
broader
man
put
in
his
place.
number
of
human
lives.
The
fire,
accalled upon the commission on the 12th, and
and smoke, and revealing mass of he further said there were still persons who
Maj. Reno, recently tried by court-martial on cording to the accounts before quivering, mangled flesh at their feet
did what they could toward enlighteningthe
members regarding the status of affairsin a charge of insulting the wife of a brother offi- us, caught
the store-room in To read of such scenes chills the blood, but to talked of bayonets,and who sought to revive
their respectivesections.The commission
ThiH "'as much to
the hotel, and witness such a spectacle is to have tho scone
cer, and sentenced to be dismissed from the the basement
t iere wa8 enoa«b to fill every
afterwarddivided,some of them calling uoon
indelibly engraven on tho tablets of the mem
was
first
seen
coming
through
the
Packard,while the others conferredwith service, has forwarded to the War Department
ry*
Nicholls. The result of these conferenceswas a requestfor delay in the presentation of the ground floor, just north of the office,
The whole history of the progressof the eon
case
to
the
President,
claiming
he
has
addinot revealed to the public.
and in ten minutes it had ascended the flagration is a repetition of heroic deeds,, and in th? race for hfe. In this and in all his other
speeches he earnestlycondemned the reopen
tend to a mitigation
-----elevators and rotunda, and spread itself harrowing inciaents. Miss Kate Claxton,tho mg of old issues between the North and the
The commissionwas in executivesession tional evidence which will
of the sentence. The request has beeu granted....
most of the day on the 13th, but nothing as to A delegation of Friends called on the Presi- over the sixth floor, under the roof. actress, who it will be rememberedwas on tho South, assuming that the time had come for
stage of tho Brooklyn Theater at the time of complete reconciliation. Tho President, in
the nature of their deliberations was allowed dent, a few days aco, and presenteda petition This floor was occupied entirely by emthe recent fire, playing tho character of further convemtion, referred to the fact that
ployes
of
the
hotel,
the
largest
part
of
to leak out They sent a long cipher dispatch from the UniversalPeace Union, asking him to
Lomso in the “Two Orphans," and who had tho NationalRepublican Convention which
to the President relatingthe result of their continue the Indian peace policy. The Presi- whom were women. The fire spread such a remarkable escape from that holocaust nominated him for the Presidency passed
conferencesup to date. Thev stated that they dent said that he was in favor of peace every- rapidly, filling every room and hall with was also a guest at the Southern. She occupied a resolutionsacredly pledging the Republican
found the Nichollsparty indisposed to make where, as fully expressed in his inaugural ad- flames and smoke, and the scene was of a room on the third floor, and was awakened
®Ve,1T ®itizen of tee United
any concessious,while the Packardites were dress, which indicated what his course would
from a sound sleep by a loud cry of “fire !” from States in all his civil and politicalrights, and
be for the next four years. He, however, was the most terrible description. Frantic
the hall. Jumping out of bed,' she groped her declaring that permanent pacification of the
not so far advanced as the Quakers, and there men, women and children ran through
way to the door and opened it, to find that South should be effected by removing all
mu, uuh ueing rejecica Dv ttie Nicholls partv might be occasionsometimes to resort to mili- the halls, shrieking in the most heart- the place was dense with smoke, and causes of discord. The spirit of this resolutary operations.
the Packard party desire the Presidentto decide
rending manner, in their wild and des- teat immediate action was necessary. Slipping tion was in perfect accord with his otfn views
which is the legal Governor. The commission
It has been determined at tho TreasuryDe- perate efforts to escape. The smoke was into the seantiest of garments,she threw up one previouslyexpressed,and he repeatedthem in
received a dispatchfrom the President, but de- partment to issue an order prohibitingthe payso dense in some of the halls that the of the windows to ascertainthe chance of es- his letter of acceptanceof tho nomination,aud
clined to make known its contents.
ment of ten hours' wages for eight hours’ work gas-jets werq extinguished, rendering caping by that route, and. finding that it was more fully elaborated them in his inaugural
decidedly slim, she concluded that her only address,consistentlymaintaining a policy of
New Orleans dispatches of the 16th state
on Governmentjobs hereafter. This determi- egress, even to those most familiar to the hope of escape lay through tho hallwav. People
reconciliation and local self-governmentapart
that the Nicholls Legislatureadopted the pro- nation is in conformity with the decision of tho
building, a matter of great difficulty. were screaming and hurryingpast her door, and from military support ; and. when he entered
position of the commissionto unseat seven Supreme Court that the Eight-Hour law constithe Presidency,
The fire department was on the spot she determined on the instant to cast her lot upon the duties
members seated on contest, and install an tutes merely a direction to Governmentofficers, promptly, and hundreds of people con- with them. There were no lights, and what
intended that tliis policy should
equal number of members from the Packard not a contract with Government laborers....
was done had to be done in the darkness. En- not be one of sentiment merely, but
Legislature, thus giving to the former bodv a The Presidenthas appointed ex-Congressman gregated at the scene, ready and willing tering Die hall, she hurriedin tho direction of of actual administration. He siwke with
John
A.
Kasson,
of
Iowa,
Minister
to
Spain
to render any aid necessary.The dens- the stairway, and before proceedingfar was ma- emphasis when ho said: “My belief is Hint
legal quorum, and a small Democratic majoritv
in both branches. The Nicholls T -~ vice Caleb Cushing, resigned.
ity of the smoke in the halls drove many teriallyassistedby a gentleman, who seized tins course tends to give good governmentto
POUTICAL.
islatnrealso adopted resolutions
guests and boarders back into their hold of her arm and pushed her along with a tee oonth ; it tends to secure peace between
ogmzing the obligationresting upon
The AssociatedPress agent telegraphs from rooms, and they rushed to the windows proper appreciationof the need for haste. sections and between races and partiesat the
re*i.^?tem501Ternmen' can7 out in good Washington:“It can be stated on authority as a means of escape. Ladders were Wien she came to the stairwayshe fell down, South, and it tends to secure the rights,interfaith the Thirteenth,Fourteenth and Fifteenth
and rolled for some distance. After getting to ests and safety of tho colored people. Thereamendmentsto the constitution of the United that the Presidentmade no bargain whatever raised as soon as possible,and women the bottom, not being badly hurt, she wasabloto fore, I am in favor of the policy. I do not
States ; guaranteeing to the colored ixiople with, or promised anything to, Chamberlain as a and children,with nothing but their get up expeditiously and make her escape. She know whether I shall succeed in earning it
complete protection and equahty in rights and conditionof his reUring from tho Governor- night-clothes on, were thus taken from lost every article of clothing she had in the out, because there ary Northern and Southern
privileges of person and propertv. and the en- ship."
hotel, save what she had on.
men who, in various ways, mav possiblv thwart
the -burning building. Some fainted
forcement of the laws without discrimination
One of the saddest incidentsof the confla- me ; but of one thing I am confident, ‘namelv,
It is given out from Washington that the
from fright, and others snnk exhausted
on account of color; and profferingthe olive
I think it my duty to try to carryout the policV,
Presidentdoes not intend to recall Mr. Pierre- to the ground from nervous prostration. gration was the death of the Hon. George
branch to all pohtical enemies.
Munster,M. P., of England, who recently and I am going to do it."
Advices of the 18th from New Orleans, are to pont, but that he will remain at the Court of The ladders generallywere too short to married the daughter of a prominentphysiSt James for some time to come.
reach to the fifth and sixth stories,but, cian of St. Louis. He was spending his
the effect that Packard had flatly refused to
France’s Debt.
The officialcanvass of the vote cast at the by hoisting some of them on the one- honeymoon at the hotel. By wonderful presaccede to the terms proffered by the Nicholls
ence of mind on the part of ' his wife both esThe public debt of France is the larg^gislature;ex— Gov. Warmoth had seceded recent New Hampshireelection reveals the fact story balcony, on the north side of the caped out of the burning bnilding, but their
from tho Nicholls Legislatureand again joined that the constitutionalamendments were all building,these floors were reached, and flight and the confusion and horror of the est of any country in the world, amountms fortunes to those of Packard, earning with adopted except those strikingout the word all tliose at the windows rescued. The scene had overturned Mr. Munster's reason, ing to $-1,634, 500, 000, while the sum necmm a few colored members ; and, upon the “ Protestant"from the Bill of Rights, and pro- Skinner fire-escapewas also brought and under an insane impulse he rushed back essnty to be annually raised by taxation
whole the prospectof an amicable settlement hibiting removal from office for pohtical causes
promptly into service,and was the means into the bnilding, and, putting a pistol to bis to meet the expenditures of the Govern?f the disagreementswas regarded as exceed- The amendment abolishing the rehgious test as
head, blew bis brains out
ment largely exceeds that in auv other
ingly slim.
of saying many lives. While this work
a qualification for office nad a narrow escape
Mr. Edward P. Tjrson, a commercialtraveler country. The sum asked for the curwas
going
on,
some
frightful
scenes
ocreceiving but thirteen votes over the requisite
THE EAST.
of New York, certainly owes his escape to his
two-thirds.
curred. One man, . who had been occu- remarkable coolness and presenceof mind. He rent fiscal year is 2,785,616,713francs, or
The Hamilton mills, at Paterson, N. J., have
pying a window on the Walnut street says he was awakened bv hearing a noise as of about $557,123,342. This is about $200,GENERAL.
been destroyedby fire. Loss. $100,000.
John F. Tract has resignedthe Presidency Iront of the hotel, became desperate at somebodv scuffling or quarreling in tho hall. 000,000 more than the annual expendiThe smote and flames of the fire very quickly ture of Great Britain, aud about double
The verdict of the Coroner’sjury investigatof the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific rail- the seeming delay in effecting his escape.
told the whole story, and, instead of madly
ing the cause of the deaths of the two Jewetts,
that of the United States. It speaks
With
nervous
hands
he
tore
the
sheets
road, on account of ill health. .. .Gen. G. W.
rushing into the hall and endeavoring to make
in the recent “bombshell’’ tragedy in New
from
his
bed
into strips, tied them to- his way out through the smoke and flames, he well for the resourcesof France aud for
Custis Lee has brought an action for the recovto /he effect that tho elder Jewett ery of the celebrated Arlington estate,near gether, and, fastening this improvised closed his room door, got up and shut the the administration of its finances that,
lost ms hfc by the explosionof the hand-gren- Washington,formerly the property of Gen. rope to the window-silland disregarding transom above it and then coolly commenced to
notwithstanding the enormous burdens
dress himself. Ho went to the beds, necessarily imposed upon the people, the
JeW0tt’ and that the Robert E. Lee. It was forfeited to the Govern- the fact that it did not reach more than
by liimsdf fr°m
effect8 a P^tol shot tired ment dunng the late war, by the non-pavment twenty feet, he let himself down hand of which there were two in his room, country is in a fairly prosperous state,
and, taking the blankets from them, cut
of taxes, and turned into a national cemetery
oyer hand. The men below who saw them into strips to make a rope with which he and the paper currency of the republic
No little excitementhas been producedin ....Twelve persons are known to
is at par with gold, ‘and the Bank of
tht'to lives by the burning his position turned away their heads to intended to lower himself to buildings immeNew York city by the publication of of the Southern
Hotel, in St. Louis, namely : avoid witnessing the rickening event diately under the window. He had tied his France will not exchange it for gold exthe confession of William
Tweed, The Rev. A. R. Adams, of England ; George
blanketstrips together ; then, to be certainof cept at a premium.
that was inevitable. Finally he reached
revealingthe operations of the notori- Frank Gonley ; Henry Hazen ; Mrs. W. S the end of the sheet, and then, for the having enough rope to reach the ground, he
teak the counterpanesoff the beds and added
ous nng of which he was the head. Tweed Stewart: CharlesTieraan ; Andrew Eisman; H
first time, he seemed to realize his posi- them to the blanket strips. He then lowered
A new plan for protecting safes is to
says he ha« suffered much and suffered long ia J. Clark and wife ; Kate Reilly, Kate Dolan, and
sUeiice, and has borne the burden of what Man- Moran, servants ; William Felix Munster, tion. He stopped, threw his head back, his blanket rope, to whith' was attached, bv inclose them in wire netting, so connectothers should have shared. Afflicted with dis- of England. The latter was a suicide, commit- revealing a ghastly face, and swung those below, a stouter and larger rope, wliicli ed with a battery and bell that the diease, feeble from ago and confinement,and ill ted under derangement brought on by intense slowly to and fro, swayed by the breeze he hauled up. This rope he managed to throw vision of any portion of the wire ruptures
un to some women in the window on the floor
at ease in mind, ho seeks for the rest and relief excitement. Mrs. Scott, mother-in-law of
which the roaring flames above created, above, who made it fast to the leg of the bed. a circuit,aud the boll gives the alarm.
he so much and so sorely needs. He adds that Andrew Eisman, and Frankie McClellan, the
the only basis upon which he has a right to actress, who was dangerously injured, are His limbs swung around convulsively, and thus himself and those in the room above
apply for lemency and pardon is, that he will slowlv recovering. One, two, 6r three others as though to catch upon something, escaped, uninjured.
war....

says: “The war
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^“Ptoto surrender of

his propertv
?«ure of his criminal companions!
I he proposition is a long and exhaustivedocument, and assumes the nature of a confession,
which goes back as far as 1867, when the ring
first began to assume form. It gives in detail
the story of various conferences between the
writer, Peter B. Sweeny, Richard Conuollv,
n

Hu?$r.2fne!’

^

0akey

Hal1’

*2W,000 to secure the charter

others, bv

of

1870

“lilt

had broken limbs or were otherwise more or then he let go, and groans went up from
less hurt, but the above list comprises all who
hundreds as he whirled round and
are known to have been killed.
round and finally struck on the stone
It is said that the large fortuneof John F.
figging with a sickeningthud. He was
Tracy, late President of the Rock Island railcarried to a saloon across the street, and
road, estimatedas high as $4,000,000. has been died in a few momenta. Two other men
swept away. He has been afflicted for some jumped from the fourth-storywindows,
time with softening of the brain, and his unone of whom seemed not to be dangerfortunate stock speculationsare attributedto
ously hurt, while the other expired in a
this cause.
few momenta. A woman in the fifth^ The amount of grain in sight in the United
story window on the Fifth-street front
States and Canada is stated as follows ; Wheat,
8,641,036 bushels; coni, 10,044,059bushels’;

oats, 2,570,306bushels ; rye, 798,626 bushels
publican members of the Legislature. The
barley, 2,223,965 bushels.
confessiongives the circumstances of the diFOREIGN.
vision of the spoils between himself.Sweeny
Hall, Connolly and Woodward.It implicates
Constantinoplehas beeu visited bv another

mainrif-r D,avid80D»Watson, and

•

a

disastrous conflagration.Nearly 500 houses in
the Greek quarterwere burned.

mm £&

A St. Petersburg dispatch says that, at a

jsr

grand council of war, the Russian Cabinet had
ieii3,e<! to.RO’ept tho Turkish circular as a

Hugh

Hirtiogs, of tho Com,

S* ^‘“Knwived.
for $20,000, and checks for smaller amounts
at various times. Tweed says money was
to Judge Purser, of New Yorkcity
A formidable band of counterfeiters has been
broken up in Pennsylvania. Among thosTarrested is Hon. Thomas W. Marion, an ex-nu-m
her of the Pennsylvania Legislature. He sold
aquanUty of counterfeitmoney tonne of the
agents of the Bemoe, and he representedhe
had frequently addressed the State House of
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loughed soldiers,and everythingbetokens war.
ff0™ Servian sources represent
to®. r,V‘klHh1.forc««m Bosnia are threatened with starvation, and that there are apprehensions of a massacre of the Christians if tEo
Moslem savages become desperatethrough pri-

that

ll looks as if

^

1118

England has

ah andoned all ex

P°cket8 ful1 poctation that a European war can be averted.

THE WEST.

“

,Welltf8 Rn-v intentionto interposefurther

Twenty-fivebuildings in tho businesspor- diplomatic effort in behalf of
Lord Derby recently addressed a
tion of Pomeroy, Meigs county, Ohio, weft destroyed by fire last week.
At 1100,000.

Tho

3
KS1 SS?** -Hi0™4* McDonald,
and Samuel Sleeman, were
i

others^

the

liaSSSs

were_more or less injmed!

m
movement' is supposed

out.

She alighted on her feet and was carried
to the St. James Hotel still alive. Her
husband, who had been standing by her
side, then tore up the bedding, and let
the strip, so made, out of the window.
To this firemen attached a rope which
the man hauled up, making it fast to the
window-sill, and safely descended by it.
A man named J. E. Wilson jumped
from the fourth-story window and was
killed. Andrew Ensmen and Mrs. Scott
met their death in the same way. The
mortality among the female help of the
hotel is feared to be great. There were
some 200 of them, all of whom were
lodged in the upper story of the building. The panic among them was terrible, and a number of them jumped from
the upper windows on the Elm street or
rear side of the house.
At a quarter past 2, or about half an
hour after the lire was discovered, the
entire roof was ablaze, and the flames
were rapidly descendingto the lower
stories. A half hour later the floors and
interior walls began to fall. The roof
fell in, and there is now nothing left of
one of the finest hotels in.the country,
except the Walnut street front, and parte
of the Fourth and Fifth street faces.
The loss on the bnildingand contents
ia from $760,000to $1,000,000.
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aid against Russia in the course of the
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Beeveh .............................
9 0# @12 00

@6

...............................
5 75
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@
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whirledround and round, and finallystruck ou
the stone flagging, dead.

Hogs ...............................
4 75

@

Cattle ...........................3 75

@6

At a comer window a young lady appeared
with a rope in her hands, which she securely
fastenedto the window and began her descent,
coming first baud over hand and thou sliding
until she reached the ground in safety. The
feat was one of the most thrilling,and the heroine, a Miss Handy, was received with the
wildest enthusiasm by the crowd, aud immediately sent away in a carriage.
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1 76 <$ 1 85
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Oats ...............................38
43
Rye ................................87
90
Pork— Mess ........................
15 75 @16 00
Lard ...............................10
11

TOLEDO.
76 @ 1 77
74 <a 1 75
Corn .........
...................
32
43
Oats— No. ........................ 88
41
DETROIT.
Flour— Medium.......... .....
7 09 @8 00
Wheat— WTUte ................
1
1 62
Corn— No. ....................... 48 @ /«
Oats— Mixed ...................
.... 41
42
Kxe ...... ...... .........
........ 70
80
Wheat—

.....................1
Amber ...................l
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One man
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A letter from St, Louis gives the following additional details of the terrible
calamity

would be demanded of them upon their surren-

^

THE MARKETS.

Cotton ............................Uy;
F lour— Huporttue W'eattrn ........ 0 40 <ni 7 00
W'hkat— No. 2 Chicago ............. 1 41 («. 1 4.’i
Corn— Western Mixed .............62
63
Oath— Western Mixed ..............
43
53
Rye— Western ...................... si
yo
16 25 @16 50
A man appearedat one of the fourth-story PotiK— New Mess ...................
Lard— Steam ......................
ioi,«s
windows. He was in his night dress, and hi*s
CHICAGO.
demeanor exhibited frantic excitement. He Beeves— Choice Graded Steers ..... 5 40 <», S 60
yelled to the crowd, “ What shall I do ?" SevChoice Natives............4 75 @5 25
eral in the crowd as frantic as himself cried
Cows and Heifers........ 2 50 @4 00
Good Second-class Steers. 3 90 @4 25
“Jump.” The man appeared to hesitate.
Medium to Fair ..........4 40 <* 4 60
“Jump," “Jump,’’ came from a thousand
HOOR— Live ........................
4 70 (m 5 75
hoarse throats. Standing on the window-sill,
Flour— Fancy White Winter ________ 8 25 @ 8 75
the man jumped. The figure wavered in its
Good to Choice Spring Ex . 6 00 (g 6 50
flight,struck the corner of tho balcony,and, Wheat— No. 2 Spring ..............1 42 (4 1 44K
No. 3 Spring ..............1 35 @ 1 37
bounding off, fell on to the pavement, striking
there with a heavy thud, on the head and Corn— No. 2 ....................... 48 (4 49
38
shoulders. Tho man rebounded with a horrid Oats— No. 2 ........................ 37
Rye— No. 2 ......................... 80
81
cry and fell back.
Barley— No. 2 ..................... 04 (4 72
33
Another man in tho fifth story sat in the Butter— Choice Creamerj- ......... 31
11
window with two sheets in his hands. These Eoos— Fresh ....................
15 r>0 @15 75
ho finally tore in strips,hastily twisted them into Pork— Mesa ........................
Lard ...............................10
10C
ft ropej fastening this improvisedrope to the winMILWAUKEE.
dow-sill, and, though it did not reacn more than Wheat-No. 1 ......................
1 02 @ 1 63
twelve feet, he crawled out and let himself
No. 2 ......................
1 57 @ 1 58
down hand over hand very slowly. Finally he Corn— No. 2 ........ ................ 47 (a, 48
38
reached the end of the sheet and then for* the Oath — No. 2 ........................ 37
first time he seemed to realize his position. RYE ................................ 79 (at 80
Barley— No. 2 ..................... 75
70
Ho stopped,threw his head back, revealinga
ST. LOUIS.
ghastly face, and swung slowly to and fro, WfcEAT— No. 2 Red Fall ............1 62 @ 1 03
swayed by tho breeze which the roaring flames Corn— Western Mixed .............46
47
above created. His limbs swung around con- Oats— No. 2. ....................... 36
38
vulsively as though to cateh upon something, Rye ................................ 76 (5, 77
15 75 @16 00
be it ever so slight ; then he let go, and groans Pork— Moes ........................
went up from hundreds of throats as he Lard ............................... O&oft 10

Col Robt. G. logersoilalso had a narrow
escape— from not being in the bnilding. He
had engaged rooms at the hotel, expectingto
A P*m8 tolegna, to tho Now York World Graphic Descriptionof the Fire, Together arrive on Tuesday night, but for some reason
that 100
with
Attending
Scenes,
Incidents
and
taken wys the defiant attitude of Turkey is explained
did not arrive until Wednesday morning.

instantly killed

>

Kfcf

loss is estimated

By a cave-in at a mine Yuba county,Cal., a
few days ago seven men, B. F. Henderson,
James H. Monk, Michael Sweeny, Divid Hoth-

Six

pacification

became panic-stricken and jumped

A woman in the fifth-story window on the
Fifth street front became panic-stricken
and
jumped out. Hho alighted on her feet and was
earned to the 8t. James Hotel still alive. Her
husband who had been standingby her side,
then tore up the bedding, and let the strip,so
made, out of the window. To this firemen ntUclied a rope which the man hauled up, making it fast to the window-sill, and safely descended bv it.

..

@
@

the fifth story made a rope of his Pork— Mess ........................
14 75 @15 00
EAST LIBERTY,
1 T
bod-clothes, and tried to save himself by* sliding down, but, unfortunately,
he lost his hold Hogs— Yorkers.. ...................5 10 (i. 5 80
Philadelphlas...............5 60 @ 5 90
just after leaving the window, and fell to the
Cattle— Best ......................6 25 @'6 75
Medium ..................4 75 @ 5 00
Sheep ............
4 00 @ 6 75
in

PA.

The Speakership.
No More Immigrants Needed.
go to the jug 1’ You just keep still
The English press records, with illGen. Banks appears to be gaining
and let him shower out his bogus coins. Tho Man Who Presides Over the Card Bas- ooncealed satisfaction,the decline of imsome strengthas a compromise candidate
Text of the Former’s Note In Reply to I ain’t handsome, but I’m a terror to
ket-A Hard Row for Office Seekers.
migration to the United States, which for the Speakership.Gen. Williams, of
the Protocol— Turkey Will Stand Firmly p!an J”
[From the PhiladelphiaTimes.
the official statistics of the Board of Trade Detroit, who is here, who ia friendly to
by the Treaty of Paris, and Will Disarm
I went up to the White House to see reveal. During 1876 the number of em- Banks, has intimated that if the troops
when Russia Sets the Example.
MICHIGAN LEGISLATURE.
how the executivemachine is ran under igrants from England to the United are withdrawn from Louisiana,as they
The Turkish note in reply to the proits new management. The old door- States was 54,554, and the number who have been from South Carolina, and the
Tuesday, April 10.— Senate. —Joint resolutocol of the European powers, the text
keepers and ushers employed by Grant returned 54,967. The surplus popula- same policy is to be consistently pursued
tions
were
passed
:
Authorizing
the
Board
of
State
of which is transmitted by cable, uses
are still there. The old proverb, “Like tion of Ireland has been drained off, and by the administration, he (Williams)and
very strong language. The five points Prison Inspectors to annul the cooperingcontract
master like man,” is exemplifiedin their the island is prospering, for since 1865 a good many other Northern Democrata
of Count SchouvaloflTsdeclarationsare at the State Prison on account of the destruction of
the cooper shop by lire ; amending the constitution cases, for they are now all smiles and emigrationhas steadily decreased. Dur- may, in certain contingencies, vote for
answered seriatim, as follows :
providing for rcdlstrictlngthe Judicial circuitsof politeness, whereas under the old regime ing the same period emigration from
Banks. Gen. Garfield, too, is underIn reply to tho declaration of His Excellency the State, so that there shall bo not less than an av............. — -1- — 14 and they were rather surly and disobliging. Scotland has remained stationary. Em- stood to have several Southern Demothe Russian Ambassador, the Sublime Porte, on
its side, notiftes to the signatory powers the
In the ante-room, atthetopof the stairs, igration from Great Britain has been in cratic votes pledged to him.— Washing________________ _ _____ Relative
following declaration
t ie direction of Australia and New ton Telegram,
to deeds and conveyances imperfectlyacknowl- where Brother-in-lawDent presided over
1. Adoptingtoward Montenegro the same
edged; making appropriations for the State Re- the card basket in Grant’s first term, sits Zealand' rather than to the United
lino of conduct which brought about the pacifi- form School; relativeto encroachmentson highThe Cherokee and Creek Indians are
States. The English papers accept very
cation of Servia, tho Snblime Porte sponta- ways, etc.; relating to the surrenderof corporate a tall, sandy-bearded Western man, with
setting out thousands of apple trees.
neously informed the Prince, two months ago, rights; to amend section9 of an act entitled “An a big inkstand and a stack of blank cards cheerfullythe logic of the statistics.
“There is misery and destitution,” they
that it would spare no effort to arrive at an act further to preserve tho purity of elections and before him.
Money In Fonltry.
understanding with him, even at tho price of guard against tho abuses of tho elective franchise
Every morning this apartment fills up say, “in the land of the free. “There
Prof. A. Corbett, of No. 7 Warren 8t.. N.Y., has
by
a registration
of
the electors
relative to the decertainsacrifices. Considering Montenegroas
struction of wolves and other noxious animals. with a miscellaneouscrowd, so large that are’ other and more promisingparts of received the Centennialand several gold medals,
an integral part of the Ottoman territory, the
also 12 diplomas for hiH new process for hatching
House.— Petitions were receivedfrom various it overflows into the adjoining halls. The the world.” “ A country where people
Porte purposed the rectificationof the lino of
eggs and raising poultrv hy means of horse mademarcationwhich secured advantages to unions praying for the passage of Hawley's bill pro- scene is worthy the pencil of a great either starve to death or are burned nure. This valuable discovery will give f 500
Moitenegro, and it henceforward depends en- viding for the prosecution of Joint suits oy fellow- character painter. Nine-tenths of the alive in theaters or railway carnages
yearly profit from 12 hens. Catalogues,circutirely upon moderate counsels, which the Porte workmen. A motion was made and carried to place
people are evidently office seekers.These “A good field for Chinamen.” Well, lars and testimonials sent on receipt of postage.
hopes will prevail at Cettiuje,whether this this bill on its immediatepassage. Passed by 57 to
his country doesn’t need any more im'J7....A bill passed detachingBarry county from are easily recognized by their anxious

TURKE.T A>’D RUSSIA.

__

-1

___

:

•

affairmay be consideredas terminated.
2. The Imperial Government is prepared to
apply all promised reforms, but these reforms,
in conformity with the fundamental provisions
of our constitution, cannot have a special or exclusive character, and it is in this spirit that the
ImperialGovernment in its full and entire liberty will continue to apply its instructions.

.

We have sold Hatch’s UniversalCough
it to
look, restless, nervous maimer, and the migrants at present. It is no easy mattho Twentieth district ...... At half jiast 10 pallor of their countenances.They re- er to find work for all who are now Syrup for about four years. Nothing that we
have over sold gives snch universalsatisfaction
the special order was taken up, being eight
Liquor bills. The first bill taken up was oue minded me somewhat of the gamblers at lere, and it costs a good deal to educate as a cough remedy. While we keep all the old
providingfor a strict prohibition of the liquor Baden-Baden,who sit around the green the children of those who have oome standard medicinesof this kind, tho Univsrsal
traffic.Several attemptswere made to postpone
over. Let them stay where they are, has by far the loading sale. Our customers
action on it. The entire morning was devoted to tables and silently watch the turning of
speak’iu its praise without exception. We can
this bill. The committee reported it back to the the cards, but they embrace a much and live and grow fat on— American
refer any one who has not used it to scores
House. It was read a third time and defeated,by a
wider range of social position. These beef.— Art’w York Tribune.
who will testify to its value.
vote of 61! to 29. A motion to reconsider was laid on
eager applicants for places are of all
B. J. A L. 8. Stbouoh, La Fargeville, N. i.
the table. .The balance of the day was occupied iv
committee of the whole on the Liquor bills.
An Unexpected Answer.
Hold by H. A. Hurlhut A Co., Chicago, IU.
ranks, from the ex-8enator in black
to the same end. The armaments of Turkey have
Wednesday, April 11. -Senate. —Rillfl were broadclothseeking to conceal the humili“Salt” was the subject of the speech
an exclusively defensive character, and the reAfter afi experience of over twentylations of friendship and esteem which unite passed,making Deputy Sheriff’s fees the same ation which he evidently feels under the of a solemn and spare-facedclergyman five vears, many leading physiciansacknowliu
Kent
as
in
Wayne
county
;
providing
for
the
apthe two empires inspire the hope that the St.
haughty air with which he used to stalk before a Sunday-school,on an anniver- edge that the GraefmbergMarshall' a Uterine
Petersburg Cabinet wiU not, alone in Europe, pointmentof a State Trespass Ageut ; providing
about the Capitol, down to awkward sary occasion,the text being, “Ye are Catholioon is the only known certain remedy
persist in the idea that the Christian population lor the punishment of crimes committed by concountrymen, after village postoffices, the salt of the earth.” He explained to for diseases to which women are subject The
in Turkey are exposed to such dangers from victs in prison....The bill exemptingbooks of library associationswas reconsidered,placed on third dowdy widows in rusty black, and weak- the 'youthful hearers the preservative
their own Government that it is necessary to acreading,and passed. .Senate bill No. 124, reorgancumulate against a neighboring and friendly izing the Thirteenth and Twenty-first, and organiz- faced young men longing for depailmen'
bunlities of salt, and especially its power
state all means of invasion and destruction.
ing the Twenty-thirdJudical district,was clerkships — yes, even lower, for in the to keep eatables from decaying. Then by all druggists. Bend for almanacs.Graefen^4. With regard to disturbanceswhich might defeated by
vote of 17 to 12.... throng are fellow’s so shabby and forlorn ho told them how Christians, and espe- berg Co., New York.
iTre&k out in Turkey and stop the demobiliza- A resolutionfixing May 3 as tho final day of adjourncially ministers, were of advantage to the
No MORE swallowing medicine into
tion of the Russian army, the Imperial Govern- ment was defeated,25 to 6 — Most of the day was that they would probably be glad to ge
world as a purifying influence against tho stomach to go up to cure tho Lungs. As
ment, which repels the injurious terms iu which consumed in the committeeof the whole on the uni- a pair of the President’sold boots.
formity of text-lKMjks to be used at schools. All afthis idea has been expressed,believes Europe
The tall man with the sandy beard is the corruptionof modern society. Tne i Dr. J. H. McLean’s Cough and Lung Healing
ter the enacting clause was strickenout.
is convinced that the distorbanceswhich have
little
better than a snare for the unwary. he asked a few questions. To “What Globules dissolve in the mouth a gas is genHouse.— A; number of committee reports were
troubled the peace of the provinceswere due to
is inhaled, and stops Coughing, BronFew of the cards which he so politely are the ministers useful for in this erated,
chitis and Consumption. Trial boxes 25 cts.,
foreign instigation ; that the Imperial Govern- submitted...The Senate joint resolutionauthorizment could not be hold responsiblefor them, ing officers of the State prison to settlewith con- asks the hopeful callers to write ever world ?” a lively youngster gave tho readv by mail. Dr. J. H. McLean, Ht, Lotus.
and that, consequently, the Russian Govern- tractorsfor coopering in the prison on account of reach the eyes of His Excellency. The answer, “To keep wittles from spilment would not be justified in making the de- the destruction of the cooper shop came up for truth is, this patient and considerate ing.”
Facts for those who have been dosed,
mobilizationof its armies dependent upon such third reading,and was opposed on account of its master of the ante-chamber is a breakdrugged, and quacked.Belf-help for weak and
being unconstitutional,
being introducedafter the
Two Irreconcilable Conditions
nervous sufferers, Information worth thousfirst fifty days. It was asserted,also, that there wus water to keep the crowd away from his
5. Concerningthe dispatch of tho special
a Job in it. Debate on the question consumed the
Debility and health are irreconcilable condi- ands to those out of health. Tho new Ilralth
envoy to St. Petersburg to treat on the question whole morning session,and it was finally defeated chief, while they think he is put there to
tions. Weakly people, that is to say, people Journal that teaches all, sent free. Address,
of disarmament,the Imperial Government, by a vote of 60 to 39.... The entire afternoonwas help them to the wished-for interviews. who lack the vitalityrequisitefor a vigorous Electric Quarterly,Cincinnati,O.;
which would have no reason to refuse an act of consumed in committee of the whole on the liquor Across the hall, guarding a door, is a dapdischargeof each and all of tho bodilv funcA new method to stop Consumption,
courtesy reciprocallyrequired bv diplomatic traffic.
per littlefellow of unmixed Ethiopian des- tions, are invariably afilictedwith some, though
usages, perceives no connection between this
Coughs and Colds, bv Dr. J. H. McLean's Cough
Thcurday, April 12.— Senate. -Bills were
it
may
he
a
trifling,
disorder
of
the
system.
act of international courtesy and disarmameut, passed:Amending the Alpena city charter ; author- cent. In his keeping are entrustedsuch
and Lung Healing Globules. Trial boxes, 25
Atony, or a want of nervous and muscular
cards as come from persons who appear
which there was no plausible motive for delaycents, by mail. Dr. J. H. McLean s office,814
izing corporations organizedunder State laws to
vigor, is accompaniedhy poverty of tho blood
ing, and which might he carried into effect by
to have any business that the President and leanness.A certain way to overcome it and Chestnut street, 8t. Louis.
reduce the amount of capital stock on certaincondia single telegraphicorder.
might reasonably be called on to give prevent the aggravated maladies to which it
tions ; relievingcertainofficers of the Tenth MichiA positivecure for rheumatism — DuThe following is the concluding and gan volunteers; reorganizing the Union school dis- ear to. He takes them in and delivers must ultimately load is to use Hostettors
trict of Flint ; amending the law relativeto Albion
most emphatic section
Htomach Bitters, which promote digestionand rang's Rheumatic Remedy. Send for circular
them
to
Mr.
Rogers,
the
private
secreMaintaining,with other friendly states, rela- WesleyanSeminary and Female Institute ; approassimilationof tho food, and thus are the to HelphcnstineA Bentley, Washington, D. C.
priating$7,000 per anmun for the use of the Board tary.
tions regulated by international law and treaties,
means of furnishingtho body, with a supply of
of Fish Commissioners
for the next two years .... The
Mr. Rugers is the second breakwater. blood of a quality essential to its proper nourKhkumatism cured at once by Durang
Turkey cannot allow foreign agents or repre- remainderof the day was consumed in committee
He told me that his orders were to keep ishment Invigor&tionthrough the instru- Rheumatic Remedy. Send for circular to He)
sentatives. charged to protect the interests of of the whole.
their compatriots, to have any mission of official
House.— Bills were passed, amending the fishing nil officeseekers away from the Presi- mentalityof the matchless tonic protectsthe phenstineA Bentley Washington, D. 0.
supervision.The Imperial Government, iu law so as to allow the spearing of sturgeon, soft fish, dent, and that, if any slipped passed him, feeble from a host of bodily ills which lurk in
VegetablePulmonary Balsam, tho great New
fact, is not aware how it can have deserved so
ambush for tho debiUtatod. The Bittors aro
and suckers in inlaud rivers and streams ; allowing it was by strategy.
ill of justice and civilization as to sec itself
an article which it is most desirableto keep England cure for coughs, colds and consumption. Cutler Bros. A Co.’s, lloston, only genuine.
Occupying a desk at Mr. Rugers’ el- constantly on hand.
placed in a humiliating position without ex- booming companiesto remove their logs from river
ample in the world. The Treaty of Paris gave banks on giving bonds to pay all damages ; provid- bow is usually to be seen Webb Hayes,
Durang’s Bheumatio Remedy never
ing that whenever apples are bought or sold
explicitsanction to the principle of non-intervenby weight, fifty pounds shall constitute the President’s oldest son, a smooth-faced Colgate & Co.’s Cashmere Bouquet fails to cure rheumatism. Bold by all druggists.
tion. This treaty, which binds together the a bushel ; to allow the Upper Peninsula members $5
young man, with a large nose, who wears Soap has acquired a popularityhitherto unpowers which participatedin it, as well as per diem during the session....A joint resolution
Hofman'h Hop Pills cube the Ague.
Turkey, cannot ho abolished by a protocolin was adopted,requesting the Commissionerof In- glasses and looks like a divinity student. equaled by any ToUet Soap of homo or foreign
which Turkey has had no share ; and if Turkey surance to confer with the Commissionersof Insur- A third desk in the room is used by a manufacture. A reputation begun early in
appeals to the stipulation of the treaty of Paris, ance in other States, and prepare and present to the hard-workingclerk, who attends to the the century made it easy fur this house to in>
next Legislature,in January, 1879, a form of law to
it is not that that treaty has created in her
govern life insurancecompanies doing business correspondence under the private secre- press tho public. The peculiar fascinations of
favor anv rights which she would not possess
n this State concurrent resolutionrelativeto con- tary’s direction. On one side of this
this luxuriousarticle aro tho novelty and exwithout it, but rather for the punKse of call- tractors for coopering at the State prison...
ing attentionto grave reasons which, in the House bill, general order 28, the Coal Oil bill, room is a smaller apartment,where other ceptional strengthof its perfume.
interests of the general peace of Europe, in- came up on its third reading. Mr. Baker offered clerks are on duty. On the other side
Thousands of Affidavits.
duced the powers, twenty years ago, to place an amendment to reverse the action of the commit- three or four steps lead from an open
tee of the whole, and again place the test at 140 detho recognition of the inviolabilityof this emMany
having
used ‘•patent” and prepared
door
down
to
the
President’s
reception
grees, it having l>een reduced by the committee to
pire’sright to sovereigntyunder the guarantee 120, which amendment, after a long debate, was
room, a large square room, with heavy medicinesand failed in finding tho relief promthe Seventeenth judicial district, ami .adding
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of a collective promise.
With regard to the clause which, in tho case
of the non-executionof the promised reforms,
would seek to confer upon the powers the right
of recurringto ulterior measures, the Imperial
Government perceives therein a fresh attack
upon its dignity and its rights; a measure of
intimidationcalculatedto deprive its acts of

anv merit «f spontaneity,and a source of
grave complications,both iu the present and
future.

No consideration,therefore, can arrest the
Government in its determination to protest
against the views enumerated iu the protocol of
tho 31st of March, and to treat it, as far as
Turkey is concerned, as destitute of all equity,
and, consequently,also, of all obligatory character.

defeated. A clause finally passed fixing it at 130
ised, aro therebyprejudicedagainst all mediover lace, at
degrees....A resolution was adopted granting the green rep curtains,
cines. Is this right? Would you condemn all
use of Representatives Hall to Sojourner Truth for the two windows,
bright carpet, two physiciansbecause one failed in giving tho rethe purpose of deliveringa temperancelecture....
desks,
bookcases
an lief promised ? Some go to Califonua in search
The further considerationof the liquortraffic was
abundance of velvet-cushioned chairs. of gold, and, after working hard for months and
postponed till next Tuesday morning.
finding none, return home and say there is no
Friday, April 18.— Senate.— The Railroad At a large desk in the middle of the room
gold there. Does that prove it V Many sufferthe
President
receives
his
visitors.
Mr.
Committeesubmitted a long report on tho subject
ing with Catarrh and pulmonary affections have
Hayes has a chair placed facing his, to used tho worthless preparationsthat crowd the
»• the repeal of special railroad charters and the

hung

a
numerous

establishment of uniform freight rates. In refer
ring to the numerous petitions on the subject,the
committee expressed the opinion that tho petitioners
were, as a rule, uninformedof the real facts. After
reviewing the whole subject, the committee concluded by statiug that the State was not suffering by reason of railroad monopolies; that the
freightrates of the railroads arc not exorbitant;
that it would be unwise to repeal special charters
Bills were passed : Amending the law providing for
the punishmentof timber trespassers; ratifyingtho
actum of the Board of Control in conveying certain
lauds to the Pori Huron and Lake Michigan Railroad
Company ; fixing the penalty for betting and holding the stakes for bets on elections ; authorizing the
appointmentof township health officers in certain
cases; defining the boundaries of Menominee
county; amendingthe law relative to estatesiu
dower; repealingthe law proriding for the

—

which he motions each

and

caller by turn,

rising to shake hands with him as he advances, and then resuming his

own

seat.

Sometimes when the conversationis designed to be especially private he gets
up and takes his visitor aside into a window alcove, and sometimes, but very
rarely, he goes out with him into his retiring room, adjoining.

We

will

send the FiUlcru with

Ten Cents (or 3 stamps),
market, and in their disappointment say there
“PrinceuPolonc**:'To 9*7 mailing expenses.
is no cure for Catarrh. Does that prove it ?
Does it not rather prove that they have failed
to employ tho proper remedy? There are
thousands of people in tho Uiuted States who
can make an affidavitthat Dr. Sage « Catarrh
Remedy and Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery have effected their entire cure. Many
had lost all sense of smell for months, and
A. BURDETTE SMITH, Editor,
pieces of bone had repeatedly been removed
fc 0* Bax WW.
•# Eatt 14th 81,,. N. V. Cityfrom the nasal cavities.

___

Exposed to hostile suggestions, to unmerited
suspicion,and to violations of international
law. Turkey feels that she is now contending
for her existence. Strong iu tho justice of her
The Foundry Church— Origin of th Five Thousand Books Given Away for the
Asking.
cause, and trusting in God, she determiues to
Name.
ignore what has boon decided without her and
While Dr. H. James was attachedto the Bntr
against her, resolvedto retain in the world the
The “Foundry” Church, which the ish Medical Staff in the East Indies, lus high
place which Providence has destined for her.
President sometimes attends iu Wash- position enabled him to call about bun the best
In this regard she will not cease to encounter safe keeping of insane criminals; amending
the law relative to mutual insurance compa- ington, derives its name from one of its chemists, physicians and scientistsof tho day,
attacks directed against her with general prinnies ; making it optional with townshipsto alter
early benefactors, who made his large and while experimentingwith and among the
ciples of public right and the authoritvof tho their system of repairing highways; amending the
natives, he accidentallymade the discovery that
great European act which pledgesthe honor of act organizing a union school at Saginaw; appropriat- fortune in a foundry.— Pittsburgh Din- consumption can be positivelyand permanently
the powers that signed tho protocol of ing $141,000for completing and furnishing the Ionia patch.
cubed. During the many years of bis sojourn
the 31st of March—
document which House of Correction ; authorizing the formation of
This
is a mistake, set afloat by Mrs. there, ho devoted his time to tho treatment of
in her eyes has no legal claim to exact land companies ; organizing West Bay City; amendMary Olemmer. The name is derived Lung Diseases, and upon his retirementhe left
Kansas display of product*nt (>nte.niial Mur;
compliance. She appeal* to the conscienceof ing the Saginaw charter.... Adjourned till Monday
with us books and pajiers containing full parpassed albotfierStates. MADMAN I A<IIH
evening.
from
“
The
Foundery,”
an
old
building
Cabinetswhich she has a right to consider aniticulars,showing that every oue can be lus own
R.W. CO. offer? lantest Unly of good lands In
House.— A concurrentresolution was offered by in London iu which “Methodism”was
mated toward her by the same sentiments of
KA.V4AN at lowest price* and best terms.
physicianand prepare his own medicine, and
Plenty of Gov’t binds rRKK for HoinestoHns.
equity and friendship as in the past. Imme- Mr. Mosher fixing May 3 as the final day of adjourn- born, and of which we present an outline such informationas we have received we now
For copy of HANNAH FACIVIC HOME*
diate’andsimultaneousdisarmamentwould be ment. Laid over under the rules.... A bill passed
•etcll
. offer to the public without price, only asking
sketch
:
BTFAIV’ address, Land ComiHininonor,
the only efficacious means of avoiding the amending Ann Arbor city charter....The House
K. P. Rw., Nul ina, Kanaan.
dangers by which the general peace is threat- went into committee of the whole on
ened. The reply which the Imperial Govern- the special order, House Joint resolument has made to the declarationof tho Am- tion No. 23, authorizing the Auditor Generalto lane, London, but Wesley (disliking
Trouble In the Household
bassador of Russia furnished tho powers with charge to Isabella county $10,000, and credit the same some of their fanatical teachings) deterto Mecosta and Midland counties. The whole mornWe
would advise every one interestodnot to
miitable elements for bringing about this reing was consumed by the committee in listeningto mined to procure some other place of
buy Yeast or Baking Powder, loose or in bulk.
sult, which thev most assuredly will not seek argumentsfrom both sides. The committeefinally
worship. Upon a corner, in a suitable They are usually made by unskillful persons,
to obtain by persistingin imposing upon the rose and reportedthe same to the House, where it
Ottoman empire sacrifices of rights and honor was defeated. . .Most of the afternoonsession was locality, stood an old cannon foundry, and have frequentlyproven totally unfit for
consumed in committee of the whole on tho Alpena where, through several English revolu- use. There is no guarantee or responsibility
to which it will not consent.
Railroad bill. . .Adjournedtill Monday.
ioiis, cannon had been cast by the En- attached to loose powder. Dooleys yeast
Powdeb is always put up in cans, warranted
Laying for
- ^
glish monarchists.This building Wesfull weight,and absolutely pure
It having come to the ears of the
ey secured and fitted up as a “meetingThe Burden of City Indebtedness.
Important.
United States officials at this point that
louse,” thus converting it into a spiritual
A writer in the CincinnatiCommerBig English, the boot-black, had a
When you visit or leave New York stop at the
armory. Here the Methodism took its
iuTY-»cveu years
veuxo this
two was
tt
, Grand Union Hotel, opposite Grand Central
handful of lead nickels in his possession, cial figures np more than $540,000,000 rise. For thirty-seven
the ftoy was yesterdayinterviewed on the of municipal debts owed by forty-one
of the
he scene of tk/
* *labors
*
cities in the United States, aggregating
subject.
and it is no wonder that the name |cage
___
___
taken
to and from said depot, froe.
free. Cars
Cars
“ Yes ; I’ve got nineteen bad nickels about one-fourth of our immense naFoundry Church” is dear to the ana stages pass the hotel for all parts of tho city.
in my trousers pocket,” was his prompt tional debt. Ou every $100 worth of
property in these cities the annual tax, famil^nome^justns Pljunouth,Pilgrim
A friend of ours, who is chief clerk in
eply.
“ And what are you doing with
and ^itan’ have been taken by the

_

.

a

45 -K. “S'. ir,£

I

_

.

.

Him.

Wesleys,
^

Z

I

them ?”
“ Holding right

to

’em. You

.12.49 Boston ...........$1.37
lot* Brooklyn ........ . 3.24
Buffalo .......... . 3.65tf
. 1.80 Charleston ...... .. 2.00
. 2.88 Cleveland........
Elizabeth........
.. 3.92
.. L85 Jersey City ........ 2.68
.. 2.33
Memphis ........
.. 2.56
Mobile ..........
.. 2.00 Newark ..........
.. 3.05 New York ......... 2.65
Philadelphia
.
Providence ..... . 1.45
San Francisco.. .. 2.12#
.. 3.42 Toledo .......... .. 4.44
:

needn’t

think yop’ve got a case again me, for

you

haven’t.”
“

How

.

iipol
did you get those Dad pieces?” Indiana;

“ Rich man, who shall be namelessblack his boots every morning— hands
me out a lead nickel— thinks he’s got a
soft thing on me, but I’m layin’ for

rille..

.

he’s got a daughter ’bout my
be thinking of marrying in two
or three jears more, and I’ll shoulder a
bag of his nickels, walk into the parlor,
and gently say, ‘ Mister man, I love thy
fair daughter, and I demand her hand
in marriage. Behold the proofs of your
vile perfidy, and come up to the rack or

“Why,

I’ll

.

.

him !”
" How?”

age.

.

^

Con^regationahsts. It is an tumble[AlU)d}/ne fAuimeni.We always supposed
looking place of worship by the side of I ^ w&g preHcribed by law ; if it is not, it ought
the Metropolitan in Washington.—to be, for certainlythere is nothing in the

__

whole’ rrmteria medica of so much importance to
the soldier and the sailor as Johnson s Anodyne

Oberlin (Ohio) News.

___
The excess of receiptsover expendi- Liniment.
months ended March
Fob ten cents we will send a scientific
31, 1876, was $96,379,722, while the book of one hundred and sixty choice selection
excess of receipts over expenditures for from the poetical werks of Byron, Moore and
Burns; ilso, fifty selected popular soncs and
the last nine montha is $87,053,040, other writings. The poetry of these authors is Mother* Wh# Have Uanshters Thai Have
showing the actual fallings off in revenue true to nature and the finest ever written. DesWeak JLnur*
for this year thus far over the same pe- mond A Co., 915 Race 8t, Philadelphia,Pa.
Bbould arrest the diaoaae when i; Is in the Incipient
tures for the nine

A Sunday-schoolboy gave his teacher riod last year to be $9,326,682.
Veterinary Surgeons all over the
of “ responsiA
deaf
anil
dumb
boy
muned
bility:” “Boys has two buttons for their
s
penders so
s to Keep
or appetite,roughness of the
s’penders
bo’s
keep tneir
their pants up.
up. 16 years of age, passed a recent v,am- hone8 .
When one button comes off, why there’s bridge (Mass.) local examination with h|lir> stoppageof bowels or water, thick water,
a good deal of responsibility on the oth- honor. He excelled in the classics and co^gh and wlds. swellum; of the glands,

this illustrativedefinition

»

er button.’

r

F^,

|

mathematics.

I

^

|

worms, horse

ail.

thick wind, and heaves.

\

A

It

Is

Indicatedby a hacklm ooo*b, pains

In

th*

breadline,or oppressionof tb# Innfs.
If this be permitted to run on. tubercles will form, and
Consumption will be the result A most vslnsbleremedy will be found In Allen'sLnn* Balsam to core and
chest, dlflcultjrof

check this disease in
For sale by

all

its first

stage.

Medicine Dealers.

nsa

L-J

Ift-

ac-M

rcr-aws*1

prompt and immediate action, the abitrary

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

course on the part of the authorities in

Joslin&Breyman,

suspending the expenditures of moneys

Saturday, April 21,1877.

NOllCE TO THE public;

duly appropriated by Congress,was to say

--

the least, Injudicious.
For the Holland City New

.•

The Harbor Board'at

HARBOR

OUR

have

a late meeting

taken cognizanceof the condition of

Mr. Editor:— But few news Items of a

Ho.

86,

0pp. VanRaalte’s Shoe Store.

of your

the following extract from the N. Y.
Tribune's Washington correspondence,of hope for

speedy reversal of the present

order of things.

the 11th iast:

It is evident that something should be
“The President has authorized the ex
penditure of certain sums, under the di- done against this continued shoaling inrection of the Chief of Engineers for the
side the

improvement of rivers and harbors. This
is a portion of the suspended appropriation voted at the first session of
Congress. * * * The President desires
to do justice to the works which are of
general utility, but a number of jobs run
through the bill, and will be ignored.”
“certain

is plenty

Watchmakers | Jewelers,
DEALERS IN

df water

at both ends of the piers, inside and out- Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,
side. The trouble lies with the sand
Jewelry & Fancy Goods.
washing in from the shores through the

money

Whether these

harbor. There

not equal

is

sums” include

to this

The

that

for

ties

however, is

the above,

plete

the "President desires to do justice,"

its constant washing

in.

A

had

All Kinds

systematic Fall

Perhaps a

week, to constitute one of a party to visit

of Spectacles.

Holland, March

of Gold

24,

1877.

6— ly.

from which we intendedto "write up” an

ing in need of this or a similar kind

article, on the actual condition of our

repairs.

The

harbor and its prospectivesecurity;but

common

subject, though of n

of

al-

led to express our-

lowed to go by default; the hazardous con-

selves in terms which might have sounded

dition of the piers calls for prompt action,

idea lest we might

well enough

“on

be

but would while

the works,”

nap.

Dr. King's

depth at the pier heads in Lake Michigan,

The

feet. At the entrancein Black Lake,

whence

it is about 15 feet,

it gradually

decreases leaving an average depth of 9
or 10 feet, until it reaches

of

posite the steps

leading

somewhere op-

the elevated walk,

the pier-light,where a bar

to

is

tormed stretching nearly across the entire
width of the channel and continuingwest
for a distance of 300 feet, or about 200
feet east of the pier

heads. The depth of

water on this shoal averages

We found the

feet.

than G

less

tug Twi-light, char-

tered by private parties,at

work, opening

channel. Her operations were after the

a

manner of dredging inauguratedby

G. V.

New

World’s Great

2
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Disc very
Cough Medicine.

O _
c —

3

—

1877.

17,

J3

n-

j-i

their insufficiency as above given

The depth of water outside the piers, “Van Winckle”
Holland, April
both in Black Lake and Lake Michigan,
is all that can be desired. The average

!

Dr. King’s New Discovery for Consumption will cure a cough in one half the time
necessary to cure it with any other medicines, and it does it not by drying it up,
but by removing the causes, subduing the
irritationand healing the ettectedparts.
For all cases of ifoarseness,suppression or
loss of voice, any severe chronic or lingering cough, bronchitis, or cffectionof the
throat and lungs, it will be found to far
surpass all medicinesthat have ever before
been offered to the public. It has wrought
a complete change in the cough medicines.
Is entirely different from all others. Is
perfectly harmless to the smallest child.
Trial bott!'* free. Regular size $1.00. For
sale by Win. Van Putttn and at J. O.

As

It

“moving.”

far as the piers are concerned,it

>
r*
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u
a
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O
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rt*

n

plorable condition. For a distance of
about 120

feet in

the revetment work

the north pier and about 300

feet

of

|

in the

ELFERDINK.

11 months,
have tried every kind of medicinethat I could get
but could not get anything to help me. Hearing
of Dr. Bosislo I sent to him for some medicine,
and after taking one bottle I am entirely cured.
Yours Respectfully,

CECHINNE ANTINE,

NEWFIRM!

-

G. Van Fatten.

-

O

538 Jewett St., Grand Rapids,Mich.

Had catarrh five years and fever and ague three

months. Employed numerous physiciansbut

Isa
1

Cj

miss Annie bauther.
have been sick and sufferingwith a sore throat

I

Dry

his care, I feel as well ns ever

Hats & Caps,
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SUSAN BAILEY.

Etc., Etc.

o

It Is

sr callTnd

see.

VAN PUTTEN.

2, 1876.

recovered.—

P. THIBOUT,
MERCHANT TAILOR

fej I.

Some

six weeks ago I

the filling and ballast

all

has washed out, with the exception of guages, after he reached the age of
some old logs and other driftwood which make his own translations.
remain there as evidences of the manner
in which
been

former years contractshave

in

filled and

accepted. Not alone

but these Ions are causing great

GO, to

$cu! ^(kertisments.

damage to

Farm

for Sale.

splendid clay
soil, six miles from this city. Near church
after the manner of a battering ram, loosen- and school house, at a bargain, 30 acres
ing the iron bolts which connect the of this land is partiallyimproved. Also
40 acres of unimproved land in the Townwale with the spiles, dislocating the ship of Fillmore.Inquire of
whole.
M.D. HOWARD.
It is unnecessary to remark that to this
constantlybumping against the

I will sell eighty acres of

spiles,

42-tf

deplorable condition of the piers should
be traced tho cause for the sand bar

now and of

late

which

years, has formed inside

the harbor, creatingan opportunity for
large expendituresin so-called dredging—

of $5,000 paid to tug Tempest.
The sand is constantly and without any
check whatever, running in, through the

rule item

piers, and lodging inside the harbor, and
as we said before, all this dredging serves

merely to keep

the

sand “moving.” A few

made

years ago an experiment was

with

shingle saw-dust. A trench was dug in
the sand along tho shore line of the pier

mm,

to

attend

difficult

Lake co., July 25, 1876.
had been sufferingftom catarrh for four years.
I have been treated by four different physicians
7f> Monroe Street.
during the time hut derived no permanent benefit.
R 111 be pleased to see all his old friends and cus- After being under the care of Dr. Bosislo nve days,
tomers that requireanythingIn the clothing line.
We make, cut and trim to order anything in our and having taken five bottles of his peach branch
line accordingto the latest styles,and for ths low
medicine,I am feeling perfectly cured, mid grateest possible prices.
fully recommendhim to all persons sufferingwith

Repairing Neatly Done

m
_

Jn«t published,a new edition
Dr. CulrenreH'i Celebrated Eesay
the radical cure (without medicli

Price, In a sealed envelope, only six cents.

The celebrated author. In this admirable Essay
clearlydemonstrates,
from a thirty years’ successfnl practice, that the alarming consequences of
self-abnsemay he radicallycured without the dangerous use of internalmedicine or the application
of the knife; pointingout a mode of cure at once
simple, certain,and effectual,by means of which
every sufferer, no matter what nis conditionmay
be. may cure himself cheaply, privately, and radi
colli/.

This Lecture should he in the hands of

man

every youth and every

from present results

it

appears not

to

residue!

of Spermatorrcea
or Seminal Wei
nesa, Involuntary Seminal Loasce, Impoten
Mental and PhysicalIncapacity. Impediments
Marriage, etc.; also. ConHtimpiion.Epilepsy o
fits, induced by aelf-indul^ence or sexual ext
vagance, &c.

and a layer of saw dust inserted; judging

in

The undersignedwishes to inform his old friends
and residents of Holland and vicinitythat being at
present located at Muskegon, he has made arrangementewitb Mr. W. Vorst, at Holland,at whost
store, on River street, all job work for binding can
he left. I have purchaseda new and completelino
of tools and stock and will furnish first-class work.
A.

Muskkoon. Sept. 3

the two piers is in the most de-

h

plorable condition. But the fact that on
41

tp.,

I

catarrh.

MISS ALICE ROWE.

mmi

its

safety of

the utmost importance, and yet there is

'

or through the breaches at the sides.

MEDICAL CQ„

BOOTS & SHOES

same state of affairs existed also
though not to that alarming ex-

HEROLD,

Many
made

still

repairs from 20 to 30 per

further damages and ulti-

reflectionsor remarks

in connection

Ware

in

at

to do

might bC

this subject; it Is

so.

for this.

In view of the urgency last summer, for

&

BRAAM.

two wrecks by using 10 bottles of Dr. Bosisio’s
peach branch medicine.

24, 1877.

CROSBY’S

-

o

-

Corner Monroe and Ionia

Streets.

This

We have some of the finest
sleeping rooms,* to accommodate our customers and traveling community, in Hollister’s

Ladies,
Gents,

Youth

and

you want a square meal go
and try them.

Supper 25

cts.

Hotel.

-

Misses Wear.

0

I

-

— —

:o:^'

*

—

Meals got up to order any time,
and satisfaction guaranteed.

GIVE THEM^aT TRIAL.
1-28

THE

City Hotel,

-

,

Call

and Try our Oysters.

E.

KILLEAN, Proprietor.

Washington 5tr„ -

Full line for the
Holland, Jan.

1,

Winter trade.

1870.

F. N.

Grand Rapids, April

1877. 9-3m

_

bearing date tho twenty-eighth day of October,
and recorded in the office of the RegisDeed* for Ottawa County. State of Michigan,
on the eighteenthday of January. A. p. 1872. at
eleven o'clock in the forenoon, In Liber W of .Mortgage*. on page 271, through non-payment of tho
money secured to be paid by *a d mortgage, by reason of which the power to Bell in *aid mortgagehas
become operative, on which mortgage there is
claimed to he due at the dale of this notice the *um
of twelve hundred and *ixty dollar* and lorty-one
cents, and also an attorney fee of fifty dollars, provided for in laid mortgage; and no suit or proceeding having been instituted at law to recover the
debt now remaining secured by said mortgage or
any part thereof; Notice I* therefore hereby given,
that by virtue of a power of sale containedin said
mortgage and pursuantto statute in such case made
aud provided, the said mortgage will bo foreclosed
by a sale at public vendne of the mortgagedprcmlsc* therein described, to wit: All those certain
piece* or parcel* of land lying and being situate in
the Village of Eastmanville, in the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan,known and described a*
foliowi, to wit: Block twenty-four, all of Block
twenty-flvo, Block twenty-six and Block twentyseven, all In said Village of Eastmanville, and numbered accordingto tho plat of said Village as recorded In the office of the Register of Deeds for said
County of Ottawa in said State, containingabout
twentv acres of land, be the same more or less, at
the front door of the Court House of said Ottawa
County, in the city of Grand Haven, in said county,
1). 1871

ter of

-

Grand Haien,

ON THE TWENTY-FIFTH DAY OF JUNE,

hi

WOOLEVER.

14,

SALE.

having been made in the conditions
1 / of a certain mortgage executed by Janie*
Voacand Julia M. Voae, hi* wife. to Manette How-

OYSTERsT°SPiciALTY.

Block, directly opposite Sweet’s
,

Xinth Street,

DEFAULT

A

cts.

—

OLSON.

land.

so gay!

asmall expense,

21),

MORTGAGE

Grand Rapids, - - Michigan. Breakfast 25 cts. Dinner 25

At his fine Oyster Bay,

peach branch medicine.

and remains the popuResidence of A. Westveer.
Eating House of Grand
T

If

-

s

is

OYSTEE BAY,

-

running sore for three years; cured In nine

CONSULTATION FREE,

ORA3STD RAPIDS.

Spring Chickens on Hand.

o

a

MORTON HOUSE BLOCK,

Rapids.

-

Had

days by using Dr. Bosislo'

L.

FRANK WOOLEVER’S

at

Sick with consumption for ten years. Cured In

HANS HANSEN.

lar

It is

land are quoted as being hard to please
on their harbor thatters. We submit
whether there ia no occasion

VAN DEN BERG
Holland, Feb.

MIKE O’BRIEN.

a Trial.

Xo.

g. J. vaarwerk.
Holland, Mich., Sepl. 10, 1875.

Frank serves a good meal

MRS. ELLA MARSHALL.

well as ever.

Come and Give us

large supplies.

o

Yours Repectfully,

Salt Pork,

He charges only twenty-five cents.

rumored
head quarters the citizens of Hol-

perhaps as well not
that

with

I

of

Rockingham and Yellow

Eighth Street, City of Holland.

cent, and if not immediately attended to,

must lead to
mate loss.

line

quantities.

Remember Frank,

tent; and this delay has inevitably increasits

date,

and will keep on hand a complete stock of White Granite
and C. C. Ware.
A liberal deduction to
those who buy sets or in large

-

last year,

ed the cost for

after this

peach branch medicine,and am improvingrapidly

Baldwin. July 15th, 1870.
have been troubled with catarrhin its worst
forms for about six years. I have tried different
Pork,
physicians and patent medicines,but derived no
and every thing else belonging to that line of benefit. After taking five bottles of Dr. Bosieio's
business. Full weights and good duality is our
peach branch medicine, I am happy to saj I am as
standing rule.

Fresh

Under Sweet's Hotel,

E.

have tried ten of the best physicians in the State
good. Under tho treatmentof
Dr. Bosislo, at the expiration of one week I walked
two miles alone. I have used ten bottles of his
but they did me no

I

Aaa St., Nev York; Post Office Box. 4586.

dis-

appeared by the working of the sea above

This Is to certifythat I have been blind for the
past seven years, also been troubledwith dropsy.

every day.

trade the necessary attention,

single storm. The cribs under the walk

This

1875.

intend to devote to this

No. 76, Eighth St.

the land.

nothing to warrant its outweathering a
are almost emptied, the stone having

Bio Rapids, Sept. 28th, 187fi.

This Meat Market Is In Slulter'sStore, two doors
East of L. T. Kanters’ Book Store. They keep on
hand a choice assortmentof fresh meats, and also
keep

CB0CKERY!

the south pier the pier-light is located,
with its elevated walk, renders

CLOETINGH.

Meat Market.

have

Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any address, jmt-ixild, on receipt of six cents of two
produced the desired eflecls.
post stamps.
It would perhaps be difficult to establish
Addressthe Publishers,

which of

GIVE US A TRIAL.
I. P. THIBOUT.

BOOKBINDING! 5.18

From and

m

be con.

I

that,

the pier-work. In a heavy sea they are

to

ANGELIN E TROYLEY.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH

of1877.

was

me; my case being an uncomone, I got no encouragement from
him.— I then calledu second one, who with nearly
the same result, discouragedme to such an extent
that I was driven into fits. At last I called Dr.
Bosislo, who relieved me of the child and all pain
and danger; to him I owe my slncejc thanks.
Fremont

Has removed his business to

Fine Building Site For Sale.

SHOOTER.

fined, and engaged one of the fin-t physiciansof

mon

^ 5

of the Catholic question, upon
which he has recentlypublished a book, 'TMIE East 45 feet of Lot 5 in Block .16. Situated
was impeded by his ignoranceof Greek, JL between J. O. Doesburg’sDrug Store, and P.
& A. Steketee’aGeneral Store, on Eighth street.
Latin, French, and German, he acquired Inquire
U. DOESBURG.
Holland, April
Mf
a sufficient mastery of these four lan-

J.

with pleasure that I make this statementin

regard to a serious illness from which I have Just

G.

-

MRS. MARY

be relied upon.

7,

south pier, nearly

make

few remarks in behalf of Dr. Bosislo, who has
been my faithful physician until I am entirely out
of danger. I wai attended by two of the leading
physiciansin Fremont, who held a cousnltation,
with the decision that I could not survive more
than one hour from the time of their meeting.—
Dr. Bosislo brought me entirely out of danger inside of 24 hours, and in three days was on my feet
again.— To the Dr. I am indeed very grateful.

A prompt deliveryfree of charge, can

Holland, Aug.

^

^first-class

are

PRICES
ARE LOW.
-- --

O

Ct

Feed.

^

H
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did.

recovering from a serious illness wish to

I.

&

Flour

to

C5

(t

I

Your true friend,

Crockery,

The Goods
P- CB

w

[Q

•

co

H
O

re-

ceived no benefit. Dr. Bosislo cured my ague in
24 hours, and my catarrh In three weeks, with his
peach branch medicine.

Having succeededthe late firm of O. Van Puttcn
A Co., at the same stand and in the same business for the past five years. I have tried numerous
wishes to advertise through the columns of the physicians, but could find no relief until I employed
News his stock of
Dr. Bosislo, and after taking lour bottlesof his
peach branch medicine,since three weeks under
Goods,

GO

his study

only too true to state that they ate in a de-

W. A H.

MRS. HARRINGTON.
have been troubled with the ague for

I

a

72

<1

g
5
r

Ho

Thompson, of

the navy department, that, finding that

is

she was entirelycured.

Webber

related of Secretary

is

ort Notice.
Xt
Short
8i-1y

fed

tug Tempest, in 1873, and consists in keeping the sand

it

ne nnove nrm make a specialtyof custom work

Groceries,

fcH

Doesburg, Holland, Mich.

the

cines hut with the same result.— Procured some of

-Jj

should arouse those interested out of their

not appear well in print

is 14

<

rr

c+-

H GO
H
H

and

late years been

CD J.
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vital interest, has

further reflectionwe abandoned the

upon

0

o(

H
O

K

g
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’

Dr. Bosisio’s medicine, and after takingly bottles

cL

less than 800 feet of leaky pier-work stand-

took some notes,

my

months; have tried a great many different medi-

Repairing neatly done and at

tour along fhe beach, over the

we

In behalf of Dr. BosisloI will say that

daughter has been sick with fever and ague for six

RIVER STREET,

enough to compete with anv house in the clfv.
They keep constantly or hand a choice variety of
Ladles and Children st-oes and gaiters.

a

on the spot

Respectfully DORA HACKERSON.

Fens.

TUG FOR SALE.

anyway for want of somethingpositively
few soundings taken in the better an experiment of a. 100 feet or so
channel, developed a state of affairs which might be made to test its merits, for it
to say the least, is anything but satisfactory. should be born in mind that there is not
While

22

have been suffering with fever and ague for 13
months; ha,ve employed numerous physicians but
derivedno benefit.Was cured with 3 bottles of
Dr. Bosisio’speach branch medicine.
I

-

AT

Holland, - - - Michigan

Mae

T AM authorized to sell the Steam Tug “Gem’
our harbor, was duly accepted. The con- upon the old Holland plan, properly laid J- on favorable terma. Inquire of
MANLY D. HOWARD.
dition of the latter, at the opening of nav- down and secured with stone, would anHolland, Feb. 17. 1877.
Holland,Mich.
igation, must necessarily be of interest to swer the purpose below low-water mark;

all. A

ELFERDINK’S

of

brush-work constructed

strip of

NO.

i

in Black Lake bedding should be carefully placed and
sunk inside each pier along the harborHarbor and some of its contractors.
A kiud invitationextended to us last side to prevent the sand from running in.

us

H.

Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed. Guarantee satisfaction.Their' prices are low

sufficient to take

piers and

CHAS. DICKERSON.

W. &

-

;

wherefore let us hope that this desire, and in conection with some
when carried into effect, may extend dredging a close and substantial fillingor
westward

<

in

com-

overhaulingof the piers must be

Com-

Diseases of the Lnngs, Dyspepsia,Dropsy.

Hick Headache, Heartburn, Catarrh, Fevers,etc.
This remedy can be procured from druggists, who
will older if they have it not on hand; or by writand Fancy Articles.
ing to the Doctor it will ho sent C. O. D. Price, $5
Prescriptions carefully prepared at nil honra of per doz., $3 per half doz. Not less than a half doz.
the day and nlpht. Onr stock Is all ttrst-clans, and sold to any one.
we offer it to the public cheap for cash.
Fremont Center, Mich. March 22, 1877.
We invite onr friendsand tho public generally to
This is to certify that I have been suffering from
give us a share of their patronage.
chills and fever for 3 months; cured with one botT. E. ANN 18, M. D.
tle of Dr, Bosisio’smedicine.

current

continued pouring

the amount allowed to Black Luke Harbor, of sand, and we doubt whether any curthe dispatch does not state. The most en- rent would be, consideringthe opportuni-

couraging feature in

plaint,

breaches or apertures in the piers aud
lodging inside the channel.

-

Drugs, Medicines, Paints, Oils,

Board, that there is a reasonable ground to
a

0

A new medicine discoveredby Dr. Alexander
Bosislo,July l«t, 1878. This remedy is an extract
from the branchesof the peach tree, and will cure
the following diseases,viz: Sore Eyes, Liver

DEALER* IN

more Intercedein our behalf, and we have
readers than been informed by tho secretaryof the

general character could have been of
interest to a majority

Wghth Stmt.

af*

and have requested Senator Ferry to

fairs

.-emu. t-rmmaaucjioMMamatM

BosMo’s 'Column.

Dr.

ANNIS & BROEK,

Drs.

. _

MARIETTK HOWLAND,
First-Class Accommodations,

_

A.

at two o’clock in the afternoon, to pay the
sum due on said mortgagewith interest and costa,
includlug said attorney fee
Baud, Gband Havkn, March 48th. A. D. 1877.
1877.

1).

R. W. Duncan, Attorney.

Uortgaqu.

Miiujis.
Don’t

!

-

-

NAViaATiON

On Wednesday,

and

is fairly open

vessel

Z
i

,

^

The collegiateChurch war is still raging
New York, hut detailed accountsof it for

call

are crowded out this week.

on a visit. He

-

looks well; Lake Superior climate seems

The

first-rate.

people of the

pealing will

the

What

is

Wealth, or Fame, or Life— Without Health

at Holland, Michigan, April

19,

-

Miss Martha DeVoo, C.J. Wigloy, C. W.

THE DOCTOB’S LOCATION U moM

Wm. Verbeek, P.

-----

Township of Holland

not being able to find accommodations in
the old Cemetery, have organized for the

-**-

57Monroe-st

Temper-

nnce-

I

j

where she has been on the beach

;

Grand Rnptda
Business Ontci

Oppodta, (above) Rath-

bun HOUPC.

And he ban also another entrance at

91 Ottawa-st. b"a%,c»'rc.‘”a

M. i

St. Joseph.

central and

/

Mr. J. Kuite, is following the example
| of Mr. E. Van der Veen in lowering his
the schooner ^ store to the level of the sidewalk. This

On Tuesday morning last
Kate Howard arrived from

tftglble,

eon von lent at

yon’s Hall, Prof. Chns. Scott, of Hope

i

js R

Separate rooms for differentpatients.Call earlv,
Patients arriving In the city ihonld come at once to
see the Doctor before attending to other business.
Ollicc hours, 9 a. ra. to 4 p. in. Sunday 10 io 2.

winter. •; large don’t relish climbing a pair of stairs

AIKIN

DR.

decided inprovement.The people at,

pre-eminentlysuccessful In curing cnscs In his
purpose of purchasing suitable grounds,
Great Specialties,and has many livingwitnesses w ho
The
Kate
looks
as if she has been through a to get into a store. Mr. Kuite is wide owe life and health to him, after having given up nil
and the requisitestock is subscribed.
hurricane;but under the able hand ot Mr.^ awake and will add a choice variety of! hope of relief.Hie remedies are most Inlalllblo,
wltft marvelous efficacyrelieving symptoms and reMr. H. G. Brooks is building a steam A. Anderson she will soon be repaired^ ^ smoked fish to Ins large stock.
moving the cmisc of disease, restoring the vital organs to their natural functions,purifying and InvigYacht at Anderson’sship yard, which he and sail under her old commander
orating the whole system, and he is universally re.Jarring.
— There are now eight large vcsseflMn lied upon as
intends to put on Black Lake for pleasun
all

CapU
.

Is

---

(

Mobile bay loading with timber for Eua beautifulmodel, an-(I y The art
article which appeared in our last
rope,
and four others have just cleared.
machinery which will be put into hei
ts issue
issue about
abo De Coudres pier being lost,

seekers. She
the

is

will be first-chn-s.

Mr.

II.

Gczon has got his new store in

readiness for business, ami hopes
customers will come and see
neat place,
little

and

him.

his old
It is a

large enough to do a nice

business. Its location

is

on the old

spot, on Eighth street, between Fish and

its

re elect-

frt,m ^ew Orleans
day evening last, and had a good time, about the progress the commission is mak-

Good

economy to

3

from Pain, Weakness, Whites, Ulceration,Supfrom any annoying presslon or other diseases, and crag out a miser-

suffer

misled or Inrtueuccd hy the envious. Jealous or prejudiced, hut acting on vourownbest judgment, call
to lully investigateand satisfy yourself. No use Fits, Chorea. Palsy, and all Nervous Affections are
to denounce a man who takes bonelesscases from cured where other means full, by Improved remethe hands of good physicians, and by hls superior dies.
skill and improved remediesrestores them at onco
to health and life'senjovment.
"TOO LA TE! DIED THROUGH NEGLECT!" Hnrglcal Diseases,Cancers, Tumors, Hare Lip,
Fistula, Club-Foot, etc., rimedled by the most apIn how many cases this can be said of friends or
300th anniversaryof the birth of the paintproved methods,
relativesvictims of Consumption or otht r Inslduer Rubens at Antwerp. Belgium, in August ous disease, and how sad the reflection that the
next, are proceeding on a grand scale, anil timely, skill frtl treatment to prolong life was neglected.
it has been determined to have, in addition
Most families have one or more with life embittered by needless suffering— seldom free from pain,
to the exhibitions of ancient and modern always conscious of disease or disnbllltv, yet who Suffering the sad effectson body and mind of SelfAbuse, Kxcesses. Disease, or Defect, whatever
art, competitiveinternational and national cun be restored to health bvthc skillful Specialist. read or doctored In vain, let n- 1 despair or false
riTEs.abllhed here In extensive practice since
rulnbultil Sr senffi ome

EPILEPSY.

-

editor to make the correction also.

Prof. Gee’s hand serenaded our

It Is false

1

wood was lost, and, moreover, there had afford a shelter for vesseis while loadinu,
this trade would at once develop into a
not been more than JO cords of wood on
important
industry of the city.
the pier during all last winter. Since we
----saw this news item translatedinto the
The arrangements for celebratingthe

street.

ed City Treasurer, II. Meengs, on

A Doctor who Cares.

disease or symptom, which, from hls ability and able life, when hy a little care von can have the enwas erroneously reported. The pier is not They tsike on an average wood to the value success in -o many similarcases, yon have every joyment
of perfecthealth.C#-Csll or scud stamp
gone and there arc only a few frames of $10,000. Should the proposed break- reason to believe the Doctor can cure. Health is for circularand ImportantInformation.
cheaper than suffering and funerals. Do not ho CifStIrpIctil-turc—few, healthy children, or none.
knocked or washed out, and not a stick of water be built in the lower bay, so as to

Grondwet without credit, it behooves

Land

!

OF

Temperance Society, to be held

1877: College, will deliver a lecture on

Young.

fice

!

- FOR THE CURE -CHRONIC AND SURGICAL DISEASES.

all.

At the next regular peeling of the Holland City

List of letters remaining in the Post Of-

ALL.

IRJEAID

Dr. Aikin’s Remedial Institute

Iivenport at

invitation is'cxtended to

them cheap.

THIS.

H/EAID

good many.

time

the

commence about

May. This will give employment

on Thursday Evening, April 24th, at Ken-

Louis Breyman, oldest son of ex-alder-

man Breyman, is home

is

UR. AIKiN’S DOUBLE COLUMN.
.

|A

large variety of farming implements

Now

re-

last.

donation will he given to Rev. W.
Welton & Aklcy’s building,
on Tuesday, May 1st, 1877. A cordial

the attention of the farmers

sale at R. K. Heald's.

to get

of

"to a

T.

--

Bark
st

day.

gardens greatly.

him

May, the

of

schooner Mary from Mr. Chns. Storing.j
She will soon be fitted out and put to seaj

liad

to agree with

2nd day

the

John Lesman has bought the

some refreshingrains during
the past week, which will benefit oi

in

sumed on Wednesday

‘eland people will have a general market

are coming and going.

We

TnK.siudiaL.nt—
llnpc College were

c'iii-

--

to read our market prices.
—
-«•»»

t'uil

Mr. John Duurs jnm has g me to
cn;o uu Ijusiiic.'-.

Satur- ^HE

'atest

news

cigars, and plenty of chocolate andfKn£ *n rL’°al^ 10

DEFORMITIES,

GENTLEMEN!
mu-m m

vqm,

old

m,

weRUug the difficulties bewere among the luxuries tendcreaL/vecD tvvo State governments is very
3£v£y<mr
chorus singing. Invitationshave been
..... „ ------- --------- lastingcure for
the donors of line music. This band j8 ^couragiug. The conciliatorymeasure
enjoying a wide and merited reputation as a most
sent to various singing societies of Holland, successful Physician, and having thorough (|nalltl- Spermatorrha'aSeminal Weakness, Nervous Degaining fast and reflects great credit on a^°Pfe^ Uy the Nicholls Legislature, as
bility, Impotence,etc. No qnackery or deception
Germany, and France, as well as Belgium. cations. Insight and aptness for the healingart, Friendly advice and reliableaid. It is well known
the musical abilities of its teacher. | handed to the Commission and by them
with all the best means and appliances— Instruthat Dr. A, always effects a cure. Ills treatment
ments and remedies -known to the Profession, a
hahded to the Packard Legislaturefor
Includes all— you need never look elsewhere.
The manufacture of paper of excellent constant succession of enres still attends Dr. Those about to mnrrv should not fall to consult him.
Our Fire Departmentheld an annuaVAiction,has been rejected, anditisgenerAlkin's practice,and consequentlythe number of
SHBfl quickest, mild remediesfor all private <!lsquality,” says a California journal, “from hls patients is ever on the increase.
HUMM easw or old symptom*. Gleet, Synhillr,
meeting for the purpose of nominating of-Vally believed that President Hayes will
Stricture, Defects. Phimosis, Hydrocele. Varicothe species of cactus growing in great
fleers, to be presented to the Common Coun- have to do in Louisana as he did in South
cele, etc., radicallycured. No mercury used. Prl
abundance in the Mojave desert, has revafo Rooms. No “gettingprescriptions.”
TraveCarolina.
cil for confirmation, on Thursday evening,
THE WELL KNOWN SPECIALIST,NOW PER- lers promptlysupplied.
cently
been
tested
at the Lick paper-mill
and re-electedJ. Kramer, chief engineer;
MAN ENTRY LOCATED IN GRAND
While many Innocent victims suffer the tcnil Ic
^mer of Coffee county, Georgia, at San Jose, by parties interested, who
RAPIDS, MICH.
effects of certain diseases neglected or badly trcnt
JfUin JHummel, ass’t chief engineer;
lanted two-thirds of an acre to sugar propose, if possible, to obtain control of HIS IMPROVED REMEDIES AND TREATMENT ed by physicians In general (they should noi be In
trusted with these cases).It Is right and proper to
, sec’y; a ncy#. Elfcrdink, TreasurHAVE MADE HIM CELEBRATED FOR
ane. After maturity, and reservinga all the paper mills on the coast and set
use plain terms that the Indiscreet or unfortunate
HI8 EXTRAORDINARY SUCCESS.
r. It' was further resolved not to send
may know where to get help, and no offense can be
sufficient quantity for seed the next year,
ALL
CLASSES
OF
PATIENTS
TREATED
them in operation on this material exclutaken hy pure minded persons—See Titus 1-1
any delegates to the State Tournament, on
W1
77/
EQUAL
CARE
A NI) SKILL.
as well as enough to excharge for forty
sively.
The
cactus
paper
is said to be HUHDBED3 ATTEST TDX 0BEAT XJTiCACT OF BIS Good Advice and Good Treatment
account of the hard times.
bushels of corn, he had it made into syrup, very strong, and the supply of material
TIIATMltfT.
Youths and men who have received from others
-- —
---Srstmr ftatrommo, JLvao had treatmentand immoral advice (resulting lu
and
shipped
to
an
Albany
merchant
with
Prof. Van Horn gave us a lecture ou
unlimited.”
TMMoar. otmmm cmaoatc Via- sad consequencesor terriblediseases),will find u
aaaaa Gvaaa, aaa VaaaaaPowa true friend In l»r. Alkln. whose counseland remephrenology on Monday evening, which instructions to buy bacon and flour with
Co.variTvrio»a JFpjxr va
dies they can rely upon for their moral an ptmical
The latest advices by cable do not indiwell-being.
*»a Kaianaoaaraawas well received by the audience. Some the proceeds of the sale. After it had all
HIH PATIENTS GAIN 10 TO 40 1.B8. IN WEIGHT.
been
disposed
of,
the
merchant
shipped
to
cate
that
fighting
has
actually
begun
yet
of his practical illustrationswere very con!
Serious, Complicated Diseases,that for Stammering,and Impediments In speech thatdnliv
vincing, and made him shine like a meteor the farmer five hundred pounds of bacon between Turkey and Russia, but are movMany years Resist the Treatment of
and hourly vex and mortify, and mske one a laughing nearer and nearer to each other, and
in his profession.The professor is out and six barrelsof flour.
ing stock through life, permanently enred by a
numerous Physicians, are speedily

cake,

..

DR. ATKIN.

ft.

-

ST-ST-STUTTERING

with a nice poem, which he

sells

cheap,

and wants to leave as momeutums of his

among us. The “old band”
furnished the music, which was well renpleasant days

dered.

It is not very often that we can point to

such a handsome variety of dress goods
as has

been received at Dan. Bertsch this

week,

lie displays

among a handsome

variety of bleached and uubleached mus-

Since spring has come and the building lins, a
season with

it,

new kind of

goods, which will

He

we would remind our read- certainlyplease the ladies.

is also

ers that they can procure any kind of prepared for the summer trade with this

windows, doors, blinds, sash, and

a selection of white
thing else belonging to house trimmings, summer dress goods at exceedingly low
at the Phcenix Planing Mill, cheaper than prices,the kinds and varieties are too numever. They have all kinds of seasoned erous to mention here, but a personal
lumber in readiness for orders, and have inspectionby the ladies of Holland will
the best kind of machinery to work with, prove our assertions true.
on the labor-savingprinciple. If you
Indian CommissionerSmith says that

W.

-

conclude to build, give H.

&

every-

offers

Spotted Tail’s successful diplomaticmission to the hostiles, 1,000 of

Parties from Grand Haven write us
that the eye-wimess

and

Verbeek

Co. a call and save money.

----

invoice,

must have made

a

brought back

to the

Governmentat

whom

he

agency, has saved the

least $1,000,000 and a

num-

mistake in looking at his watch, to see ber of valuable lives. An Indian war

how

long

it

took the

get water on the

Fire Department to

late fire.

It is asserted

is

averted, and a great step taken toward the
final pacification of the

Indians. In spite

before this paragraph reaches the eye of
our readers thousands of innocent fellows

may have been killed. Between Montene-

feast

of Charles IX., in 1504.

did not take longer than fifteen of the reductionmade by the Forty-fourth
A poor woman was lately mounting a
minutes to put a stream of water on the Congress in the Indian appropriation, the
hill in France, dragging after her a little
tire. The same informant tells us that department finds itselt able to meet the incarriage containing her child, when the
another fire occurred there on Saturday creased expense thrown on it by the necarriage of the Mayor of Marissel came
night, on the corner of Second and Frank- cessityof feeding these Indians out of ex-

work

of

supposed to be the

an incendiary, the building being

unoccupied.

On Wednesday
made

last

the papers were

out to procure the insuranceon the

slowly along. Feeling weary, she attached

isting appropriations.

-

--

against the grasshopper,and has provided started at a canter. In vain the poor
for

conductinghostilities upon

the

wom-

an screamed; the carriage rolled swiftly

law away, and when she reached a village none
Van Apeldoorn. She was insured in the giving road supervisorsthroughout the could tell what direction the Mayor had
ContinentalFire Insurance Company, of State authority to order out all the voters taken. At length a gendarme was found

property destroyed by fire of the widow most extensive scale.

which Mr. John Vaupell

is agent.

She

will get $100 for the barn,

$50 for the

live

It

has passed

a

respectiveprecincts to do twelve who threw some light on the matter, and
days work each in killing grasshoppers, the poor mother found her child in the
in their

-

for which services each of these home Mayor’s nursery, where every possibleathouse. This only partiallycovers the guards is to be paid two dollars per day in tention had been lavished upon it.
-«•»damages sustainedby the poor widow, county warrants. Besides this, grasshopA
gentleman
happened
to be passing a
and it is confidently expected that the per clubs are formipg in all parts of Nedoor
in
a
certain
street
in
London
before
authorities of the Chi. & M. L. S. R. R. braska for voluntary effort in waging war
will do something to assist in making good against their tiny but terribleenemy, and which stood a hack cab. As he passed,
stock, and $8.00 for damages on the dwell-

-

ing

at

Last.

Trus;^ supporters,Preventives,Syringes,etc.

'“‘"’CONFIDENTIAL!
Every Patient (either sex) may freely state all
particularsof their case to Dr. Alkln, either In t ci
son or bv letter, reposing to hls trust any delicate,
personal, or family matter, andean always rely up
on the strictest confidence and secrecy.
DR. AIKIN gvaranUta betUr. mftr trial
vital (and/or D»t money) In all Special
than
can be bad itstwhen. He is easily accessible from
all points.

Cmt

THE MOST DIFFICULT CASES SOLICITED.
ConnillatIon Free.

7

erme

al

ways Re aeon aj, V

.

Como prepated to arrange neodfnl, thorough tr. atmerit Satisfaction quarantud lo All. MtiUciu/e
fvmuhid. Patients visited, lu city, or any distance, in serious cases

No Excuse for You,
From the wrong Idea that he charges too much,
many whom Dr. Alkln would soon cure, contiMm
to suffer or doctor careltssly,wastingtime, Laying
wormless/xifrflftnedecinu arid trying recipes, and
In this way expend more than sufficient to hnvo
cured and kept them well. The fact Is, by sa\!ng
drug hills, loss of time, etc., he cures for less than
others.

Like

is

too Short to be Miserable.

F-IF-lf YOU have any serious, obstinatedisease
a hope of being relievedof suffering,If not entirely
or annoying symptoms, no matter how discouraged
cured, by hls succesful mode of treatment,
or how disappointed,stop useless doctoring and
dosing and apply to the Doctor. Sufferers for } cars
or a lifetimehe cures In a few weeks.

BLINDNESS! DEAFNESS!

All Diseases and Affections of the Eye and Ear
CURED AT HOME.
successfullytreated by mild remedies. Cross
Personsat a distance may be cured at home bv
Eyes Straightened.Artificialfijes Inserted that addressing a letter to Dr. Alkln. stating case, s t tuplook natural. No pain.
toms, length of time the dlsea-e has continued,

and
medicinespromptly
CATARRH, CONSUMPTION,damage
and
any part

forwarded, free from
curiosity to
of the country,
plain
directions
for use, by enclosing
Asthma. Bronchitis, and all Throat and Lnng
$10
In
registered
letter,
P.
O.
order,
or Express.
Complaints (which In this country, are the greatCali, or address Pnor. N. J. Aikin, M . D.,
est enemies to Health and Life) when change of
climate and all else falls, are cured by Dr. Aikin’s
57MotmSUranflRapiit,Mic!i.
Improved Inhaler and Constitutional
Restorative
Treatment.
BEKEXBI8: DH. AIKIN Is the only qualified,
nlDMi Hpeelallsthere; turns htn
or
Discasea, experienced,
patients honorably;gives the choicest remedies:
Scrofula, Rheumatism. Dyspepsia, Piles, Goitre, Is a regular graduate In medicine;unlverut: y
Dropsy,Gravel, Constipation,Tape-Worm, Liver owned the mo«t successful, and is the right one
Diseases, etc., ot whatever name or nattfre,care- employ In all cases. Envious doctors try to Infully diagnosedand skillfullytreated.
jure hfm-those In general practice attempt evencase they can get, though nimble to well treat
sneclal dlseases-whllenever denouncing other M.
D. s, bnt sending them faml y patients, care! u I,
The Marrlmlor Single desiring aid or advice In
courteous, sober, independent. Dr.Aikin devofr*
any delicate matter relating to health (»ml beauty), himself wholly to bis ttpeclalitleswith triumphalt
prevention, and cure of desease,confidently consuccess. AH the afflictedwho come to him w li.
sult the Doctor with the assuranceof safe, quick
find the aid they seek.
enre in all cases, as he is doubtlessthn most skillEr“Read this Column and land to a Friend or
ful ladies’ physician In the world. Do not suffer
g.cm
have

w ith full and

her burden to the Mayor’s carriage,but
he
knowing nothing of what was going
The Legislature of Nebraska has declared in favor of a war of extermination on, suddenly touched up the horse, which

means

The Right Doctor

A suffererfor years from diseaseand had treatgrin and Turkey skirmishing has actually ment, writes: “Dr. Alkln. I thank you from the
of my heart for making me as’wellas I am.'’
commenced.The greatestexcitementpre- bottom
A gentleman states: “Dr. Alkln, you are right—
vails. Grain markets are booming up. It is needless to be sick. Bv following your directions, after your medicines had cured m**, have
Pork is considerable higher, and even Kept perfectly well. I tell everybodyof your great
success and improved treatment."
gold has risen about 3 per cent.
Another one says: “Have never felt so well In
my life as when under your care and since your
curing
me.”
It is believed that turkeys were introA DOCTOR TO HAVE FAITH IN.
duced into England from America by
A lady writes to Dr.Aikin: “lam so soon and
William Strickland,lieutenant to Sebas- easily well by your treatment that my fault In
yon is unbounded and shall recommend vou to all
tian Cabot, in the time of Henry VII. mv friends as a most reliablephysician,''
“Must have help, or die, or go Insane, I concluFranklin always said that the wild turkey
ded,
writes a man of 28, In poor health for years,
should have been the emblem of the who, after a short treatmentby Dr Alkln, further
United States, the log cabin of the pioneer states: ‘•Your remedies are having a rcmurkiiblc
effvet. I can sleep better, am gaining flesh, and
being in his day surrounded by these my health is Improvingin ah respects"
Dlt. AIKIN has given the public snfilclentevibirds who saluted eacli other from forest dence to convincethe most skeptical and Increboughs, just as the chanticleerawakens dulous that his method of treatmentis peculiarly
successful in every departmentof his Great Specithe English farmers. The first turkey seen alties, especially such cases as have defied the
skill of other and Justly celebratedphysicians:
in France was brought thither by thn hence NO ONE SHOULD DESPAIR that Is nflllc.tJesuits, ‘and served up at the wedding ed with seeminglyIncurable disease, hut cherish

that it

lin streets, and it is

rational and practical method.
Hick Headache, and Ague, enred by one dose.
Antidotes lor Opium, Tobacco and Liquor Habits.

scientific,

Cured' by Dr.Aikin.

Lingering

Chronic

LADIES!

Invalid.

W. Bosnian,
Mercknt Tailor,
3.

d.

li. fisimii

new and improved meansjofdes- in invalid, bearing ou his face the crup
tion of small-pox, came out and entered
From several inquiries made in this troying the destroyers.
DEALER IN
the cab. The observer followed the vehiDealer In all kinds of
vicinity, we come to the conclusion that
The health of the Hon. Alexander H. cle as rapidly as be could, and was just in
the prospect for fruit is good. We have Stephens, of Georgia, continues to imtime to see it deposit Us fare at a small-pax
not been able to get a single-bad report prove. He speaks hopefully of the future
hospital. Then he saw the driver hailed
about the peach buds, and the cold weath- of the country, and thinks the president
AND
by & lady and gentleman,whom he vainly
er being fairly passed, we have reason to will carry out his policy of peace and
endeavored to warn by shouts. They
hope for a good peach crop. It is encour- good will to the South. He considers that
Moved into hls
took no noiice, got in and drove off.
aging lo notice that fhis interest is being the solution of the South Carolina troubles,
Rubbers, Slippers, etc.
The observerstill followed, and was just
better attended to, and thousandsof young
which has resulted in the pacificationof in time to see the pair deseud at the door
One door West of VAN LAKDEGEND AMKLI8
trees have been planted of late years. that State and the restoration of home
and now offers a full Hoe of goods and at sneh reaof a house in one of the best squares in
sonable prices, that It will be to the advantage of
Our soil and climate are eminently adap- rule and good government under HampLondon. Some lime after, being again every one to come and Inquire. We have ample
facilities Id our new quarters to make up cloihlmr Of the neeteet styles and best qualities which I
ted to fruit-raising,
and hope it will yet ton, will lead to similar results in Louisiin London, our informant thought he at short
*
offer cheaperthan anybody else.
become one of the principalproductions ana by the recognitionof the Nicholls
would call at the house. He found the
of this whole region. In regard to this
Government. The policy of the president blinds of the bouse down. The master
important interest, and all other agricul- will restore peace to all sections of the
had died on the previous day of small-pox,
tural purauita, we kindly request those of
country. He says that the president has a and his wife was not expectedto recover
Hats & Caps in Great Variety.
our readers, who take an interest in the grand opportunityto elevate himself enfrom the same malady.
—
o
general prosperity of this region to fur- tirely above party, and by so doiag inauguGive
us
a
call
see our
nish ns, as often aa convenient, with such rale peace and prosperity to a country alIf you want to see a large and floe varready too long distractedand depressed iety of calicoes,and good prints at 6 cents Goods.
Specialty.
news and observationsabout it as may be
by political excitement and party bitter- • yard, call at
the loss.

to devise

Ready Made Boots

and Shoes

.

CUSTOM
-cq

HADE CLOTHING

NEW BRICK STORE

notice.

msorsiirunruisK

,

-

-

Makes Custom Work a

and

of interestto the public.

ness.

R A A 8TEKETEE.

J.

Holland, Dec.

2,

W.

BOSMAN.

1876.

42-ly

D. B. K.

VAN RAALTE.

that in all countries the great majority of the
people are poor, and extreme povertyis apt to
be accompaniedby ignorance. What, then, is
the solution of this matter? Shall we recogOF THE
nize as a fact that the majority are poor and
ignorant, and adapt governments to tnose conditions, or shall we ascertain the causes winch
render the mass of ]>eople in all countriesixior
and ignorant, and ascertain how far this condition is caused by the mal-adminiatration of
those affairs that are managed by governments,
and the feasibilityof so modifying the Government as to reverse those conditions, and enable
Their Tower and Responsibility.
the majorityof the people to he well provided
with those things that are essentialto their
welfare, physical, intellectual,and moral? My
Ln Address DixivtaEDBefore the Illinois theme to-night is,
F^rxeiis’ Association.' in the Senate
“the hand-workers
Chamber, at Springfield, III., Jan. 25, of the Mississippivalley—their power and
their resjionBibility.” I claim that they have
1877, bi Sydney Myers.
the power to understand this great ’ social
Iq order to be practical we must both study problem, and that they have the power to inami think. We must study the past, and augurate movements’ wliich will ultimately
think about the future, that we may make the solve it in a practical way, not only for ourselves, but for all peoples ; and I mav add that
best of our circumstances,
and guide our steps that movement has been commenced,and has
made some progressalready.
•in our daily walk.
Let us keep
Wc must know and use what comes to us

THE

IIMIMIOMERS

Mississii

fallej.

THE PROBLEM
know and avoid the misin view. Admitting that poverty and ignotakes of those who have lived and laboredhe- rance is the common fate of a great majority
of the people in all countries, and that by
ron- us.
The period between the sixth and sixteenth reason of their poverty and ignorancethey are
incapable of self-government,the problem is
cent my --between ancient Rome and the time
how to reverse these conditionsso that the
of the Rt formation—is called the Dark Ages
great majorityof the people shall no longer he
yet. as Emerson says: “These ‘Dark Ages* poor and ignorant, and may become capableof
from the

past, and

;

and decaring civilizationsare growing upon us
here.
In England, for example,
. we have the monstrous paradox of a nation
ion of enormous and

growing wealth,in which a large and increasing portion of its people are ground down under the hardest poverty,to physical, intellectual and moral deformity. We behold a nation which, during its continentalwars, was
ready to raise easily vast sums, annually,to
support and subsidize armies and navies, the
great majority of whose people have scarcely
food to eat or clothes to wear ; a nation where*
PAUPERISM
is rising like a swelling Hood, encroaching continually upon and ingulfing classes who thu.0_.
ought
themselves on safe ground, being skilled, industrious, and frugal; a nation whose laborsaving machinery does the muscularwork of
many millions of men, and yet whose children,
scarcely out of tho cradle, have to work day
and night, kept awake by the whip, and crij)pled in their tender limbs bv unnatural toil.

Such
FRIENDS of humanity
as Alex. McDonald, the hand-worker’s representative in Parliament,are endeavoring, it is
true, to rescue them, and with some success,
after many years of agitation and effort, through
laws regulatingthe age and the horns of work
of operatives ; and Arch is encaged in the same
work, with less fruition, for tue benefit of tho
poor children and laborers of the “ farm gangs.”
A nation overflowing with wealth, doing the
businessof the world, whose merchantsand
traders all fail, at some time in their career, almost without exception ; containing,also, mauv
hundreds of thousands who would gladly toil
all day for food and a night’s shelter, who can
get no work to do. It is a nation, to use Mr.
Mr. Carlyle's striking illustration, in which a
“ horse is sure of comfortable support for the
work he does, hut a man who is M illing to work

stage of industrialand practical education. continual raising and lowering of the rate
Your knowledge of and use of machinery ; your interest in order to keep coin in England t
habit of instantly acting and correcting* de- continuallychanging tho market value of
rangementsand irregularities,had fitted you commodities,so that bo who carries on a
to detect the derangementsand irregularities
legitimate manufacturing business is subjected
that have existed in financial systems for tho
rm
un^rtmnties and risks of gambling,
last 200 years, and enabled you to suggest a
luat of those who engage in trade and commode of improvement.
nierce, a large majority die after a career of
You realize that, in order to enjoy popular
labor and anxiety. leaving no provision for
government, our people must bo rescued from their families, and it is exceptionalto find a
want and ignorance ; that one of tho leading
merchant who has not failed at some time. As
causes that keep the great majorityof the peo- you investigate, yon wonder that the mercanple in poverty and ignoranceis that the manip- tile classes have not discoveredthat the
ulation of the currency under the English sysPRIME CACHE OF THESE EVILS
tem operatesas
iH in their financialsystem. You become doubtA PUMP,
ful of the correctness of your own conclusions
which draws wealth away from those who pro- as to the cause of these difficulties,
social deduce it, and transfersit to a few who control rangements, and suffering; you inquire of
tho pump. You pronoso to do away with the merchants whether they have examined the
pumping system,ana have a financial currency matter ; most of them say no, that it is too
system which will correspondto the water
complicated, that they cannot understand it
CURRENCY SYSTEM OF NATURE ;
you accompany a merchant through his great
that tho demands of commerceshall evaporate establishment; you admire, understand, and
from the bonded debt what is needed in tho are interested in the steam engine which is used
form of current money ; that this current money to elevate or lift his goods ; you are quite likelv
shall seek, as the clouds seek, places where cur- to find that he does not understand tho part’s
rency is wanted ; that any excess of currency or the workings of his own steam engine ; he
shall drain back, by conversion at the United tells you, perhaps,that it is too complicated,
States treasury, into the bonded nationaldebt, that ho cannot Understandit. that ho leaves
as an excess of rain, after saturating tho soil, that to his engineer, as he leaves tho subject of
flows back to tho ocean through the waterFINANCE TO THE ROTHSCHILDS.
coursesthat the Almighty has provided to disThe fact is, that merchants and business men
pose of the excess of water. In more than one are very aento, and very quick, and are intellisense the proper study of mankind is man. A gent in certain ways, but they make pack-horses
man can not bo comfortable,however well bis of their brains in their every-<lav work, so at
body be clod, if his feet are naked and plod- night when they put the tired pack-horsein its
ding through freezing mud.
stable, they do not care to study tho steam enSOCIETY CANNOT BE COMFORTABLE
gine or any other machinery.
if a part of it is suffering from cold and destiProfessional men, in cities at least,are so entution. Society lias often been compared to a grossed with their special lines of thought and
man ; the navigablewaters and railroads, with effort that few give much attentionto the
their double tracks and traffic both ways, are grand machinery of society ; they do not reallikened to tho arteries and veins in the human ize, like Emerson, that “ Our state of society
body. The arteries convey the blood from the is one in which the members have suffered amheart to all parts of the human body; the flow putation from the trunk, and strut about so
in a healthy man is abundant ; it goes to every many walking monsters— a good linger, a neck,
part, and allows each to absorb all that it a stomach, an elbow, but never a man. The
needs ; it passes through the minute capillaries priest becomes a fonn, tho attorneya statuteto every cell and tissue. A pin prick will find
book. the mechanic a machine, tho sailora roiie
blood everywhere.The excess passes through of the ship."
the capillaries to the veins, thence into the
YOU EXAMINE AND FIND
lungs .where it is combined with other ingre- that there was a system of finance practiced
dients receivedfrom tho atmosphere, and again in the Middle Ages— the “ Dark Ages wider
passes into the heart, from which it is forced which Governmentdebt supplied tho circulatinto every part. Ho groat cities representthe ing medium ; that the Government debt eviHEART AND LUNGS OF SOCIETY.
dences were for centuries worth a premium over
The lungs— tho manufacturing cities— prepare coin ; that for centuriesthere was nothing in
the blood in the form of clothing, boots and Venice correspondingto a suspensionof specie
shoes, hats and caps, furniture—tmngs for tho payment, financialcrises, and tho troubles and
use and comfort, and educationand recreation vicissitudes which are exiKirienced now in busiof man ; these pass down the railroads and ness life ; you discover tnat what is familiarly
streams (the arteries'), they branch off at every called the greenback, is a Governmentbond ;
station and landing,and the stream subdivides that its delivery transfers shares in the national
on the country roads (the capillaries)and reach debt, which, by law. is made a legal payment ;
every homestead,and every human being you find that the Government itself now dis(every cell) ; then back through the veins, re- credits these notes and makes them worth less
turning to tho city (the heart), come wheat, and than coin, because it refuses to receive them
coni, and meat, through the veins into the for custom dues, for which it demands gold inlungs (the manufacturing districts)to feed tho stead ; and you find, further, that tho Governoperativesin order that they may prepare (as ment has rendered these notes irredeemablebv
the lungs) new arterial blood for ro-distribu- repealing the provision of law under which
tion ; and the red and white corpuscles of the they were issued,which provided that they
blood representmoney.
should bo receivable by the Governmentat par
If the circulation of the blood should cease, for interest-bearing obligations of the Governthe man would die. If the circulation is in eg- ment.

i

;

self-government
But why appeal to the hand-workers of the
eyes with which we see ’—the mariners’ com- Mississippivalley as haring the ]>owcr and
pa.*i. and the less for our microscope and telc- responsibility to secure the solution of this
acoiM}.” To this j>eriodwe are also indebted great problem V My answer is, that for these
purposes those who invent, make and manage
for printing,glass, paper and many other
mechanical machinery are more capable than may starve."
low deemed indispensable. From the any other class of society in understandingthe
It is not strangethat Lord Macaulay declared
Dark Agvs we received the “Magna Charta," relations of a part to the whole, and the neces- a government by a numerical majority of such
sity of perfect adjustmentami reciprocal aca people as impracticable
; and it is not strange
all the principles of which are by bo moans
tion of the parts with each other, to secure re- that our own people are becoming each year
jrrActicai.yapplied. Friar Roger Bacon, who
sults by the combinedand co-oi>erative action more and more like the ]>eople of that country
was feared and hated by the populace,as one of all the parts ; that the invention,making in the poverty and degradationof the majority,
leagued with infernal associates,produced and use of mechanicalmachinery affords a produced by similar causes, which must bo renecessarypreparation for the invention, mak- moved if representativegovernment is to sucfrom his laboratory gun-jwwder, which enabled
ing and management of another class of ma- ceed here. Our English professorsin colleges,
tin* Thi .i'.lto cow with the iron-clad Knight :
chuiery — 'machinery by which wealth is most and our English law-makers,declare that sysai.J i'.indjy gnnpoinlrr alniiahHl Ifif1 feudal readily or economically produced, and intertems of law regarding revenue and finance,
syfifcvi.
changed between producers,and by which the which have been principally instrumentalin
SIX HUNDRED YEARfl AGO,
rights and duties of individualmembers of so- bringing the majority of the people of Great
Frier Bacon, penetratingthe future even of ciety are marked by laws, and protected by
Britain to this deplorableconditionof poverty
fiiverpool. New York and Chicago, predicted governments.
and degradation,are alone scientificand ordertha: the time would come when ships would be
YOU OCCUPY A VAST PLAIN.
ly, and hence desirable for this country and
propelled by machinery faster than by many extending from the Appalachian range and the
tliis peoule. You have entered your prptest
rowers, needing only a pilot to steer ; and that Alleghameson the East to the Rocky mounagainst the unphilosophicaland
carriageswould also be driven upon the land, tains of the West ; from the genial climate of
UNRELIABLE FINANCIAL SYSTEM
by the power of machinery, faster than any the Gulf of Mexico, the land of cotton, rice
of Great Britain ; you have denouncedthe reannual could mu. He thus recognized the and sugar, spanning the great wheat belt, and sumption of a svstem bv which all who incur
possibilitiesof the steamship and the railway, extending to the snows of Dakota ; with its
debt promise that which is impossible, to pay
tic was not a popularman in his day ; he was mighty streams, navigable for many hundreds
in gold, when there is not gold coin enough in
feared and hated, as a magician* »uid one of miles, the Mississippi, Missouri,Red. Artho commercial world to much more than pay
leagued with Satan, by the ignorant masses, kansas.Tennessee. Ohio, Cumberland and the the animal intereston the governmentdebts of
ana was imprisonedand persecuted,as a sul>- Illinois rivers. With its thousands of miles
the world.
vorsionift and a dangerous character,by his of railroads, and washed by the waters of the
Mr. Fawcett estimates the amount of gold
anperiors in office,
great lakes, and connecting with the great
coin in Europe at $1,900,000,000,and tho anwe are proud of
water system of the St. Lawrence,with its
nual interest on public debt $1,600,000,000.
THE NINETEENTHCENTURY,
many roads to the sea. You occupy also the
of its achievements,its progress. It is true great highway between Enrope ana Asia. The There is no hard-money system in any commer-that we have realized Bacon’spredictionin the hand-workers Jiave been the great power that cial country. The same authority shows that
YOU DEMAND—
Steamship and the railroad.We have im- gave persistent and efficientforce to our Revo- in Euroix) there is in use, as money, the follow- ular or deficient, the man is sick.
The telegraphic wires correspond to
'proved the printing press, so that it can print lution, and have been the balance-wheelthat ing amounts
1st That greenbacks shall bo received for
THE NERVES
$1,900,000,000
customs and all other dues to Governmentthe
and perfect newspapers at the rate of fourteen has preserved democratic-republicaninstitu- Gold coin .............................
miles of papers in an hour. We have the tions in this country,and prevented the ab- Silver and base metal ..................2,000,000,000 of the human body— the conveyance of intelli- same as gold.
Paper .................................
2,000,000,000 gence to sensation. If a man's foot is wound2d. That the silver dollar shall be restored to
electrictelegraph, the sewing machine, and sorption of power by the General Government,
ed. his head receives a dispatch instantly, con- its old rank in the list of coins, and that tho
improved farming implements.We no longer and its withdrawal from local goveruments and
Total....' ..........................
$5,900,000,000
veying the intelligence, and the radiating productsof our American silver mines shall be
thresh out wheat by heating it with two sticks the people.
Per capita, $21.40, which be estimates at nerves convey tho sensation to even1 other coined, as well as the products of tho British
tied together with a thong. We have the
I claim for the hand-workers of the ^Dspis$1.40 per capita more than we have in the part : and if one part suffers, all parts*feelthe gold mines.
Kteam engine as our slave to do our painfulla- sippi valley that they are less incapacitated
for
United States, includingcoin and paper at this pain, sympathize and put forth efforts to re3d. You demand that if any person has greenbor— our
>
this work by jHiverty and ignorance than any
We have macliincry which, if placed nnder other people m the world, and have the power time, while the cry from our “political econo- pair and heal. As it is thus with a healthy backs— United States notes uot bearing intermists" and statesmen of the English school is. man, so must it be with a healthy society. AU est— and desires to exchange them for Governfln.’iety. would raise it to a higher grade, as
also, by their numerical majority,to dictate
3,000 jack-crewsplaced under a great hotel in who shall make and administer the laws of contract the currency and restmie that ruinous parts must be in intimate relationwith every ment notes bearing interest, that the intersystem— promises of coin that does not exist : other part ; all must co-operatefor the com- change should be made at tho sub-treasuries,
••Chicago raised it to a higher grade without nro- eighteen out of the thirty-eight States of the
resume a system of jieriodical suspensions of mon good. It must be realizedthat if one and that the holder of the interest-bearing obli•tUi- uig any shock or disturbanceof its guests,
liiion. and have j>ower, moral and political,to
payment when payment is demanded in coin, part of the people are in want and ignorance, gation may re-exchange it for greenbacksat par
• or mierripting its business. Much has been ; i'lUuwice the making and administration
of the
and general financial and commercial collapse all parts of the body politicmust suffer. We and interest at his pleasure.
-dutif in ;he nineteenth century: hut lor these | iaws of the nation.
occurringat least once durinc each decade.
must also remember that as every body has
You demand that without suddenly disturbmochhmea: inventions which $re most conapicuYoung, of* the Bureau of Statistics at
In the Dominion of Canada they have the many parts, each adapted to its especial work ing existing conditions, the policy of this Gov(Mis. a:iu regarding which we feel the most Washington, divides the population of the counEugish system of specie banking in its most and function, and happy in that work, so there ernnientshall be to supply,in the form of evipride, we ;.re indebted to the £oor and obscure try engaged in the different pursuits into about
perfect form— a system under which, in the must be various parts and organs to the body dences of its own debt, the pajier currencyof
mnid-'vjrkers.
6.000,000of agriculturists, 3,000,000of wage
vear 1876. one man in every thirty-twodoing jxilitioor social : feet, head, hands, heart, trie country,instead of fanning out the priviGreat ]Togress has been mwie in the inven- I workers,upward of 1.500.0(H) engaged in the
business in Canada failed. These figures are lungs, limbs, muscles, nerves, veins— all of lege to corporationsto supply the pa]>er cur•tiou ot appliancesfor changing the raw ma- j professions, and less than 1,500,000 engaged
from the commercial agency of Dunn, Winans which are especially fitted to perform special rency, to consist of evidences of their debts.
ter.'slwhich Nature has supplied us with in ! trade and transportation, i. e., the commercial
A Co., of Montreal.
service for all, and for winch all are performing
While managing your plows, your drills, your
• mexuau-cble abundance, into things useful to ( cia.-s. It is easy to see where the numerical
The hand-workers of the Mississippivalley reciprocal services. Snch is not the present harvestersand your threshing machines, farmma..:
majorityresides.
have declaredtheir
state of society in any country, but we are ers of the Mississippivalley ! you have time
food, shelter. (
: The metropolitan press has. almost without
OPPOSITIONTO A RESUMPTION
slowly approaching it. I said you had reached and opportunityto think. Your educationhas
. furmtr.re and means oi instruction, and in the ' exception, been controlled in the interest of
of the English financial svstem of promises to the third stage of
been sufficientto give yon controlof all histormean- i- r transportingthese products
centralization,
pay everything in coin, which does not exist in
INDUSTRIAL PROORF..S8AND EDUCATION.
ical and scientificfacts, and while tilling vour
space-,but correspondingprogresshas not been which is alwavs popular with the monev power,
sufficientquantities and cannot be had. They
The first stage of industryis that in which farms, you mav find the proper relation of tliese
made m improving the means of interchangeand the mercantileclasses. Notwithstanding
desire to preservethe United States legal-ten- war alone is consideredthe proper vocationof facts and build better machinery for the social
n il •.'!•< pnetarv distribution.
that ihe masses have had few great uewspader notes, which did us such good service that a free man. Women and slaves must do the nse of mankind.
We have made little progress m the improve- 1 i>ers, no periodicals, and few greatly lauded
sagacious Governments, like the German, are field work, and weave, spin, knit and sew for
THE PEOPLE OF THE MLSHIHHIPP1 VALLEY
ungit oi civil government, either as to efficiency leaders to advocate their cause, they have, nevintroducing like notes in their own finances. the soldiers.
are, in number, twenty-one of the forty-six
or ecou my. \Ye have yot to realize a govern- ertheless, by their votes for the most part, conMany small tribes or nations are. by con- millions of onr population. In this great cenment •• of the people, for the people, and by trolled the Government of the United States Western anti-resumptionistswere pronounced
by the people in the Eastern States as ignorant quest, finally consolidated and held within tral basin of the continent we have one-third
‘the people.’’We have now a governmentof throughout its history.
FINANCIAL LUNATICS ;
naturalboundaries by the strongest ; then the of the acreage of the United States. A steamer
the jxjople by a class and for acinus. We d>i
Great jxiliticalconvulsions,like the slavery men who knew nothing of the true, scientific
seemd stage of industry is reached,life being leaving the Gulf may pursue her uninterrupted
rUotsll realize that we are governed by an oli- agitation, disintegrateparties and make new
garch" •’imposedcf professional office-holders divisions of their atoms ; but the individuals and well-tried systems of finance—and they comparativelysecure, wars less frequent,and course to the head-waters of tho Missourirefer to systems under which tho mass of the only a portion of the men required for the more than 4,500 miles. We have within this
and office-seeker
n ; that our elections are usually
must eventuallysubside into the two great pargrand region an abundance of iron, coal. lead,
merely contestsbet.veen two sections of this ties— one contending for the welfare of the people are impoverished to the verge of pau- army.
Men now engage in industry and trade, at first copper,zinc, silver and gold ; and wood and
a:,d the result merely a decision as to many, and the other for the aggrandizement of perism-while ninety-sevenin a hundred merchants and traders die bankrupt. And while reluctantly, however ; then comes division of timuer, both hard and soft, in great abundance
which -'otion of the oligarchy slull govern and the few.
they were ridiculingthe Western “ inflation- labor, the second stage. The division of physi- and variety ; a soil of unsurpassedrichness ; a
enjoy !!.•• emoluments arising from the control
Your power can only he exercised when tho ists,” these verv Eastern merchantsand manucal labor among uneducated men, people whose people in whoso veins are mingled the blood of
oi go- ermuent.
possessionof it is realized, and the necessary facturers were having their foundationsunderbrains containno pabulum, nothing to digest the Puritans, Cavaliers, Huguenots, tho Dutch,
Neitherdo wo sufficientlyrealize that a gov- organizationand concertof action is secured.
mined, and have been ever since passinginto while at work, is stupefyingand degrading.A the Celts, tho Germans and the Scandinavians,
‘•ennr.en* of the people by the real renresonta- Of yoor power, hand-workersof Illinois, unthe abyss of bankruptcy and ruin.
man who is occupiedall his life in making tho who sought this continentduring the last cenlives • f all classes is practicable,and that it has der these circumstances of organization and
Yon insisted that it was
thirteenthpart of a pin, with nothing to think tury. and of those of later immigration. If tho
•1m- n - r oved to be practicable by many years'
concertof action, we have this day, and in this
NOT DESIRABLE TO RESUME
about, is evidently not living as he ought. minglingof the blood of tho most energeti
•cipcrkuce in anothercountry.
capital, beheld a crowning manifestation.
the system of forced promises to pay all debts Though Spinoza, while engaged in earning a specimens of tho Ixsst nations can pro uce o
I'KOPORTIOXALREPRESENTATION
Two years ago you decided to organize and to in gold as the only legal tender, You insisted scanty living by polishing spectacle glasses,
superior race, we have it here.
by the preferential vote is a system under which bring your voting power to bear upon the po- upon the preservationof the United States
worked out in his head his wonderful system of
WITH A TERRITORY
the majorityrules,but under which the various liticalaffairs of your State. Through the
legal-tender notes. You claimed that as paper philosophy,ho was educated before he’ went to extending throngh twenty degrees of latitude
inrerests, opinions and desires of all are pro- efforts of this and kindred associative organcurrency must exist in every country and must polisliing glasses.
we have the best varieties of climate.
nortiomroh-represented; a system under which izations, a concert of action was secured beexist here, that a paper currency consisting of
The thir<l stage of indnstryis that in which
Emigration, which for 4,000 years has been
law-making bodies become society in miniature, tween the farmers, miners and mechanics of
evidencesof Government debt, and receivable the hand-worker has received some education, flowing westward,hero meets tho current
ami laws the accurate and orderly expression the State. You nominated, voted for and for all public and private dues, and interso that while he works with his hands he builds coming eastward.We have area enough to
of public opinion.
elected, four members of the national House of
changeable with United States interest-bearingin his head a machine to do what Ids hands are contain the principal countries of Eimjjie ;
I addre-nedthe IllinoisFarmers’ Association Representatives, more than live members of the
obligations, equivalentin value to coin, would doing ; he becomes an inventor, a machinist, and we have in forest, mine and soil resources
one year ago on the subject • f government and Illinois State Senate, and more than twenty
lie a better paper currency than promises of
and a manager of machinery.This is the stage sufficientto shelter, feed and clothe all the inthe powdhiUtiosof its improvement. I shall members of the IllinoisHoum* of Representabanks to pay coin on demand— a promise that in which you are to-day, for every farmer is habitantsof those countries, in addition to our
»ot. therefore, dwell upon that subject at tiiffi tives; also, the Superintendent of Public Incannot be, and never has been met when gen- now a machinist ;
own.
lime, further than is necessaryto illustratethe struction in your State, and a Judge of the Sueral demand was made.
EVERY FARM HAH ITH WORKSHOP,
With all these resources, with an intelligent
importance,in that connection, of improving preme Court of Illinois, as well as numerous
YOU INSISTED
great or small Many an intelligent farm lad and skilled people, the majority are poor, and
the physical, intellectual and moral condition county and municipalofficers. And to-day your
that tho power to contract and expand the can run the steam engine that drives his father’s nearly all are deforming body or mind, or Ixith,
of the units winch compose the State, in order representatives -in the General Assembly have,
volume of the circulatingmedium involved threshingmachine, and all have at least a com- in efforts to provideshelter, food, clothing and
to improve the State.
on joint ballot, “ broken tho slates " of both the power tt> contractand expand tho market
mon-school education,tho tools for acquiring other necessaries of civilized life for themselves
the “Democratic"and “Republican" politi- price of all property,and that this power should
LORD MACAULAY,
all human knowledge.
and their families.
in a letter to a gentleman who was writing the cians and elected the man of your selection not be delegated to any particular class of corWe have sufficient raw material and men
You all use complicated machinery ; you all
Senator
of
the
United
States.*
All
this,
be
it
life of Thomas Jefferson, declared that lie had
porations or individuals,or even to Govern- know when it is out of order. If you hear some with s’llll to make and operate machinery
remembered,
however,
is
the
result
of
no sympathy for Mr. Jefferson’sviews, and
ment officials ; hut that the power of every unusual rattle or squeaking,you stop your ma- enough co make all those things needed, to the
hud never expre»i»ed any. even on the hustORGANIZATION
holder of Government debt-obligations,
legal chine instantly, ascertain the cause, and apply extent of the reasonabledesires of our whole
ings : on the contrary, he declared that he be- and effort of two vears ago. Since which you tender and not healing interest, redeemable in
ret men and women, able and
tiie remedy.
population ; ve
lieved ii government, by the votes of a numer- have almost wholly abandoned yonr political interest-bearing obligations of the Government, You have found that the governing machine- willing
_____ „ to do tuiis work, are idle and Buffering
'ring
icw majority, composed of the j>oorest and organization,
aad have for the most part been and re-exchangeable at the pleasure of the ry of your country and its
machinery stands unused or works sluggishly,
roost ignorant, was utterlyimpracticable.John driven into the ranks of one or other of the holder, would automaticallyregulate the voland this is largely owing to the want of a proper
FINANCIAL MACHINERY
fAdxms. GouvernenrMorris,James Otis, Ste- nolkicai parties by their “whippenwa."You, ume of the currency according to the needs of is continuallyout of order that it does not system of exchanging products and commodiphen Hopkins. Alexander Hamilton,and oilier therefore, have an experimental knowledge of business, from time to time, as the supply of perform its work ; that it is continually either ties. The machinery of production and of innoble ana patrioticAmericans of the Revolution- your power when organized,united and active
steam is automaticallysupplied or withheld breaking down or rattling and jingling, indicat- terchange stands idle for want of oil to lubriary times, doubted the ability of the people to and of your weakness when unorganized, di- from an engine by its governor.
ing derangement. You have been told that cate it The Rothschilds of the world have a
govern themselvesunder a system as popular vided and inactive. You have power, and, if the
You claimed that the Government of the these great machines are too complicatedfor monopoly of the
even ns our existing national government.Mr. spirit of this annual meeting of the Farmers’ United Htates would be unable to redeem its
FINANCIAL OIL.
you to understand or handle. You Hay, if it is
,<HjrihiR#nthought the British Government. Association meets with sympathy and support, outstanding legal-tendernotes on demand in
A distinguished Englishman recently reuot more complicated than my threshing ma. JtfSX as it wa| in ids time, tbs belt form that
the farmers of Illinois will not pefimt tho gold coin, as the coin could not bo had. and chine, of my Harvester, I can’ understand it ; marked that when on the Atlantic coast he felt
had ever been devised. Hamilton,"up to the power which they evidently possess to remain that at a recent date the Govermnentdid not
yon examine it, especially the English financial quite as much at home as though he was in a
tome of bis death, had little faith in the per- latent and unuse’d.
have to exceed $13,000,000of coin which was machine: you study its construction, and its his- British colony, but when he crossed tho Allemanency of our constitution ; he consideredit
Tho mere nse of power to secure office for available for redemption, while its outstanding tory, and its work; you find it is a machuie or sys- ghany mountains he felt that ho was in Ameritoo weak, too popular. He imged, in the con- om ^lVes or friends, for the mere sake of offi- legal-tender notes exceeded $350,000,000.
That tem that promises to pay gold when it has no OLand among a different people.
vention, a plan which required the President to cial emoluments, is not worth an effort. But the true poliev was to make tho legal-tender
The Eastern people are accustomedto look
gold to pay, and cannot get it ; it is a system
•erve for life ; United States Senators to serve persistent labor for tho advancementof true notes onvertiblo into United States interestunder which, while tho nation has become eastward across the Atlar tic for precedents, and
for life ; Congress to have power to legislateon civilizationand the full development of the bearing bonds or certificates,which should bo
nominally rich, the people have become corro- to follow them closely and look for foreign apall subjects without any restraintbut its own
manhood of our people, by the removal of interchangeable.
spoudingly poor and deformed in body and plause for having done so. Let tho people of
pleasure and judgment ; Governorsof States
those obstacles that have been placed in tho
Time is graduallyproving that
mind; that more and more of tho childrenof the West think and act as Americans.
. -o be appointed by the Federal Government, way bv government, and can thereforebe reYOU WERE RIGHT.
In tins great central plain our steamboats
each overworkedgeneration become too weak
•\» serve during good behavior, with power of
moved by tho action of government,should
The Secretaryof the Treasury, in his recent to snatch a living in the midst of fiercecompe- and onr railroad trains move like shuttles,
absolute veto of all laws passed by SUto Legis- command your whole energy and activity.
report, admits that the coin redemption of the tition,and drop off into
WEAVING THE FABRIC OF A NEW BQOI1TY.
TJatures.
Without uudervaluiufor overlookingthe ad- United States legal-tendernotes in circulation
Here we have both the woof and the warp ;
THE POOR HOUSE OR THE PRISON ;
Mr. Hamilton believed that the great majori- vantagesof our present civilization and our Is impracticable—that redemption in bonds is
you find that nnder that system trading and our lines run north and south, as well as east
ty of the people were poor and ignorant,aqd
government no thoughtful person practicable.
professional callings arc deemed more honor- and west ; wo are a moving people ; we come
incapableof exerciring the electivefranchise wnl deny that there are grfcat sodetary evils
The NationalConvention of Bankers, recently able than the labor of production ; that pro- into contactfrom every direction; we modify
with intelligence and freedom.
exHiiug among us to-dav. for which, govern- held at Philadelphia,by resolution coincided in ducers are deluded, because of the small each other’s habits, both in thought and action.
ments are responsible and’ for which they are this view, and practical bankers in the East are share they receive of what they produce ; that We may bo as
•
ouvtrfNKkNr i
providingno remedy. In the old world these
beginning to agree with you that these bonds undue competition between the members of
RICH AB WE DESIRE
has always been that the great mass of {ho
EVILS AND DANGERS
offered in redemption
an overcrowded commercial class has caused in all that contributes to the physical and inpeople we/fl^ and igjoraut. Lord Macau- are of site most appallingnature, and the eriMUST BE MADE INTERCHANGEABLE ;
“business" to become a system of war or a teDeotuol well-being of man ; we have the raw
natesmen to whom I deuce of the prematuredecay of our owik young that a permanent and irrevocablefunding of game of chance ; you find ’that the best mer- material, and tho men and machinery to change
have rtMrreuT were mteliigeut, well-informed cirilizationis manifestedby great hnmliers of United States notes would produce a ttnancia chants and the candid students and writers of its fonn. We have positionand power. Let
jnen. Y|^ cannyt say that they were wholly tramps in the country, and paupers and those and commercial earthquake. .
and fully and
England declare their financial system a fail- us realize onr responsibility,
misfokerf, both ak fllgnus the facts and the who are unwillinglyidle, in otr Cities, and
You saw the solution of this financialproblem, ure, and the Bank of England an overloaded, properlyuse our power, first, to improve our
.conclu-ions therefrom. It is, periiaps, ti-ue other signs indicatethat evils peculiar to old because your class alone had passed to the ihira
overworked and inefficientmachine. That the own social condition, and, by our influence and
have givn us ‘the feet on which

we
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O’Leary ami Weston, the American
pedestrians, have been giving our
British cousins some fine exhibitions of
pedestrianism during the past winter ;
but by far the finest bit of walking
either of them had shown was displayed
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To Every Subscriber of This Paper
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NATURE’S REMEDY
which was concluded on the 7th of April.
It was a six days’ contest, for £1,000 a
side, and resulted in a brilliant victory
The eat Blood Pu/unEn
for O’Leary, who eclipsed all previous
achievements at long-distancewalking.
Providence,R. L, 164 TranaitStreet,
The London correspondent of the New H. R. STEVENS, Kay.
I feel bound to exprese with my signaturethe high
York Herald chroniclesthe dosing inI place upon your VBGETINR. My familyhave
cidents of the contest : “Twenty thou- used it for the last two years. In nervous debility It la
Invaluable, and 1 recommend it to all who may need an
sand persons, comprisingmany noble- Invigorating, renovatingtonic.
O. T. WALKER,
men and ladies, crowded Agricultural Formerly Pastor of Bowdoin
Square Church, Boston.
Hall, Islington, all day to witness the
completion of the Westou-O’Learywalk.
Vegetine is Sold by All Druggists.
The excitement was such ns has never
been witnessed at an exhibition of the
kind in London. O’Leary completed
his 500 miles at 2:40 p. in. Tremendous
excitement followed. Weston accomplished the same distance at 8:15, appearing much the fresher of the two at
the completion of this distance. At 9
First-classStock Farms, excellent Agricultural
Lands,
and the best Tobacco RegloU tn tho West Short wino’clock O’Leary had made 520 miles to ters
rs, no grasshoppers,
orderly society,good markets and
healthy country. Low Price*! Lona Credit!
"Weston’s 503. O’Leary retired amid
Free Triineportationto tho lands furnishedpurgreat excitement and cheering. Weston chasers. For further Information,
sddiess
A. L. DKANB. Land Commissions!, St Louie.
continueduntil 11 o’clock, making 510
miles, and then retired. Weston was
NOT Purchase
any article until
loudly cheered for his endurance, and,
you have our
although beaten, left the track fresh and
new Catalogue.
happy.
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on hand always. It reutw-h
end
cure* the disease.
will be
no i<r
promptlv relieved r.n-1
.1 i.-t.
ultimatelycured WWthiiiLtbe.irifik-t. «!
jwrts with Pond'* Extract.
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IN FLA »l Un
Ailt PAS- >4.1 >are promptly citml bv th- user/ r.iad'.
Extract.
tmet. It never (nil..
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of all peoples !
You are individually responsible for the full

• The Rnpreme Court of the United Stateshas decided in substance : “ That the common law power
of the HUto Governments to regulate ferries,common earners, hackmcn, bakers,millers, wharfingers,
inn-kcepcrs, etc., appliesto railroadsand grain elevators,and that it has in no way been diminished
and restricted by the construction of the United
States, and that the State Legislatureshave the right
to decide by statute, if they please, what are ‘reasonable rates’ ’of transportation.*
This is called the
“ Granger’’ decision,and confirms tlic Grangerlaws.
Under it the farmers cease to b< serfs.
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VANTAGE urn.

pobwaRd ! to victoriesto bo gained not with shot and
shell, but with well-aimedballots.
Six hundred years ago,
FRIAR BACON
ventured to predict the advent of the steamship and the railroad. May we not venture
to predict that the time will come when civilised men will be as well off as the savage,who,
with a day’B hunting and fishing, which is but
recreation for him, may supply himself and
family not only with the necessaries of life, but
also with dl that thev have learnedto desire V
Hand-workers of the Mississippivalley, you
have power to greatly improve your own' social
condition, and thereby to advance the condition

8«.

Pain* should be one day without Puuri'”
Extract, which uMviir* rclli.v*--,

FARMERS, FARMERS’

organize
Make everv school house a rallyingpoint for
enlistmentand drill. Organize a company in
every school district,a battalion in even- township’ a brigade in every county, a division in
every Congressional district,a corps in every
State. With your right resting on the Itio
Grande, your left on the Pembina,
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YOUNG MEN !
the Mississippivalley ! Hold the
fortress, the citadel of tue civilization of the
nineteenthcentury. Hold the best stronghold
of representative government, and lot not our
civilization be plowed under like those that
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PROTECT OUR PEOPLE
from being impoverished by foreign leginlatiw,
and let u* aolve the.trauiportntinn
questionty/
bringingQip factoriog to ourfama.
Let m change our raw material into honKoa,
clothing, food, means of instruction and rocrea-.
tion, so that all shall bo supplied. Let ub secure a system of interchanguig what is produced, so that all who produce may be supplied in exchange with what the/ need or desire. Let those who cannot work or will not
work be placed in infirmaries.
Wo have received much from those who
lived in past centuries ; let ns add our quota
to the fund to be transmittedto future genera-
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Dr. Brown's Herbal Ointment Huppoeltoriee
are guaranteed to ouro any ease of Pllea that can be found In the
United States. A sample box of these Suppositories
will
be sent free by mall to any sufferer on receipt of twenty
cents, to prepay postageand packing. Regular price, fil.
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so on e^njdinncewith the following conditions:Bond your name and post-office addre«,
with your express office, to tho Eagle Gold and Silver Plating Company, Cincinnati, Ohio,
together with the following Premium Order, and inclose with your order 75 ccnta to pay coat
of engravingyour Inltiala, exj
return ext

^IIIKAPEST artlclos ever oltniwt ihn puhhu.
w On receipt of 15 ctf> we will send by mr.il. postpaid,
one Ividles’g»ld-nlatedoniainenir.l Hljaul Pin, nlso utie
of the newest style Hut ornament*. Tiie*e goods are of
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Ornca or Eiolx Gold o*d Silts* Ptinso Cowmst. Cwcmasn, Ono.
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full set of six of our extra-plated Silver Bpoons,with the Initials of
the sender,or any other initials desired, engraved thereon, or our 97-M Castor on receipt of $1.50.
WThls Order will be honored by us for ninety days from the date of this paper,after which
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[Signed] - Exta* Gold aid Silvie PlatIxo Co., (Jlucluuatl,0^
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Addree* JAY BR0FH01f.Detre4t.MkA
backers in thus performing a task which STAR, AAA.’’
u year to Agents. Oirffinnd a
We ahull alao manufacture a lower quality of Warp,
only a few years ago would have been which will he sold under tue " PEERLESS" brand.
0"n fr>t. For terms address. T. in,,//, Co., St.Louu,)lu.
for “WHITE STAR AAA" Carpet Warp of
regarded as incredible. The Standard allInquire
leading Dry Goods Dealer*.
TTOW TO MAKE 120 to *40 per week SELL
says that “althoughWeston was defeatJlI ING TEAS TO FAMILIES. Circularsfree.Ad’a
THK CANTON
CANTO! TEA CO.. 14 SOiambur.St, NewYork
ed, the British people reipect his pluck
COLLINS ACO’.S
TJI
In the
part of Alnrvlnndat panic
and sympathize with him in what is
jo price*. For cnUloJcue.with map and
price-list,
addre*8 .MAN(’KA A GlusdN. Cenlreville. Md.
probably the bitterest disappointment
of his life, namely, being vanquished at
TYrniorcNl Qimrterly .innrtinl of FiiNhiun*.
I / Single copier,
: j-urly. lOc. ; port free. Addrou
.FOR
the moment when he had surpassed all
W. JENNINGS IDKMOREST. 17 Knet 14th St., N.Y.
his previous performances.’The dif<*A
ference in the stylo of the two men is
c^o
Collins 8c Co.,
much noted. O’Leary walked in good,
W-T- «* - lirw V'-OV -Vr
upright form, with liis body thrown
More than one cart*— Ours always right— No pay till
back, holding in each hand a piece of
tested and cuited—No risk,we pay freight— Be your own
wood. Weston, on the contrary, walked
Agent and Save Commission*— Four-Ton Huy Scale*,
mmplrte none better). ®50, ilelhrrnt.Send for free
Worth of Mnelc
with a riding whip in his hand, jesting
Price-List all size Scales, and judge for yourself.
with his friends and trying to keep pace
During the Y’enr.
with the music.”
Kvery
Every number has 32 page*
P*ge* ni
nf iiusio
Mmio ana
and .wuiicai
Mualcal oioStoBINGHAMTON, N. Y.

G^BW^T,,Cn^

be

charges; or we will furnish jou any of tno
tho other goons
goods named on same UJrm*.
term*. Thuadcllvenngto you the goodi ee of any expense,as a Premium, at cost of packing and ex*
press charges, etc.

WA’PCHKS.

TO THE CONSUMER.

received.

AU order, muet

($8. 50, YoungAniericahand Aselt-inkersthe
at for business. Send 2 stamps for catalogueto
). W. WATSON. 73 Comhill, Boston, Maas.

& CO.,

Arm.

doe* not send the required 11 Order," showing

|

to any address.

the

found some compensation in the tremen-

52_

void.

At no time la the historyof monulheturas has Silver Plated Ware attainedso high a pirtwiUsi a* at the p reseat
day. These goads,is sppeamo* aad Cor practicalum, are aa good as solid Silverware,tad mash in iffru l by naay
famlllc*. Thu eOlr can not long he held ope*. Those who desirethem are erged to Immediately seed and aaoafw
to thaoMlvw the Immens* advantage* offered
eecuriog the best
SilverPlaUl
PI
‘ by thle eompanr Ur
----* JTUm
W*M pat offered
| on such favorableterm*. Addre** all orders to Egffle 41 aid aad SilverPlotlaff Do.. 4

‘

|

“

-------

---

'

.

CHURCH'S MUSICAL

FOR NINETY DAYS

(

$20

French Cities.
There ore now eight towns

iu France,

rr,ir. visitor. JONES OF BINGHAMTON,

rle*. Sketohe*, EditoruD, Letter*,Lesson*.eW , etc.
Choice of Four Elegant Premium Volume*, ^gE to
every .ubecriber at (fl .50 a year. Send sUmpAr/u/l
particular*, or 15c. lor sample,with test sjjNS1 »»« F- P.
BUse. Address J. ( HL'Kl lf A: CO., Cincinnati. O.

exclusive of Paris, which have a popula-

$2,500

A YEAR. AGENTS WANTED
onourt.’rnmlCombination

more than 100,000. These eight
ProNpectu*representing
towns have not, however, collectively,a
a population equal to that of Paris,
DISTINCT
which slightly exceeds 2,000,000. The
wanted everywhere.The blggeet thfngever tried.
names of these towns and their popula- Bales made from this when all single Books fi^. Also,
tions are : Lyons, 342,800 ; Marseilles, Agent* wsn ted on oor MAGNIFIC’ENT FAMILY
HIRLE8. Sunerkir to all ot her*. YMth Invalnablelllas318,900; Bordeaux, 214,200 ; Lille, 162,- tretedAldaandSuperb Binding*.Then© Hooka bent
the World. Full particular*free. Addresa JOHN
700; Toulouse,131,600; St. Etienne, E. POTTER A OO.. Publisher*.PHILADELPHIA.
126,000 ; Nantes, 122,300 ; and Rouen, J^EEP’fl SHIRTSyO^y onoquali^-TheBert.
tion of

150

104,900.

Indian Rations.
Orders have been issued by the Indian

BOOKS,

Can be flnShed as easy aa^emming * Handkerchief.
The very beet, six for §7 .00.
Keep's Custom Shlrta-made to measure,
The very best, six for $0.00.
An elegant set of genuine Gold-PlateCollar and
Sleeve Buttons given with each half doz. Keep’* Shirt*.
Keep’s Shirt* are deliveredFREE on receipt of price
In any part of the Union— no expre«scharges to pay.
Samples,with full direction* for seif-measurement,
Sent Free to any address. No stump required.
Deal directly with the Manufacturer and get Bottom
Price*. Keep Manufacturing Co., 1415 Mercer 8t., N.Y.

Bureau to provide rations for the 1,500
hostile Indians recently brought in by
Spotted Tail. These Indians come in on
the same terras ns other hostiles. Their
arms and horses will be token from
them, but in other respects they will be Ornamentaland Fancy Alphabets,
treated the same as Indians who have re- Four parts just published. Fifty cents each, postpaid.
mained at the agency.— Washington Womfl’s Artistic DrawiDg Wes.
Telegram.
Hond*,.Figure*, Animal*, Landucape*.

T7 ASTERN OREGON LAND«.-OOO.Oqp
JTj Acre*. Soil rich, title perfect, crop* errfnf*. oilmate unsurpassed. For wle at from $1.60 to fia.50 per
acre. Terms «oar. For Circular, Map. Ac., apply to

MARTIN

A C0..4(WFront

&

|

Ran Francisco. Oallfom1

Prof. Hull’s

Made Compoona

U the only preparation,one package of which
will force tiie beard to grow thick and heavy
on the smoothestface withoutinjure) la B
days in every rase, or money cheerfullr re*
fundrd.SS cents per package,noitpaldt'S for
accent*. E. W. JONEH.Xhland.
t

Mu

Wanted Agent*

BNew
I

Rt..

in every County to sell ona
Household Article*.Bend for circular*.

L. K.

Baowa a

Co., 210

Elm

50.000

fit.,

. The

Cincinnati,

O,

newest end beet

very
. body buys one. Sell*
at eight. M 1 cannot tell a lie. I carry my little Hatchet^
Send 10 cts. for sample,3 for 25 eta., to K. H. HA hr,
1 1 4 Centre St., N.Y. Agents
Try It

year.

tmsfimiesssi

M Steals,™*. ftiUS
Ihi ikiW l PilmoB
Siwriot'
Ciiy

PAPER

Elegant Table Silverware
Gen

be

secured by

JAMES

B.

all

who receivea dopy of

DREW

this week's paper, on compliance with the following
conditions:

& CO., Ho. 250 West Fourth St., Cincinnati, Ohio,

Manufacturera of Pure Coin-StandardSiiver.PIated
Ware, will aend to any one entitled to receive the
same a NET OF
E.VTRA-PLATKD HILVER HPOONN. You are required to
cutout the followingNllverwnrc ('oupoii, and s^iui it totheabtreeComnany, with /our n>m«
and address, os a guaranteethat the order comet through this paper. You are alao requiredto Inclose
with your order Um nominal charge of 50 cent*, to paycoetotpacking,boxing and expresschargee.
The bpoons will be sent by express(or moil. If you have no exoreeeoffice), and delivered in your hands
triihoulfurthermxt. As the 50 cents barely coven carryingand boxing charges, the Spoons will cost
you nothing. These Spoon* are guarantied to be of the beat material, and told at retail at from $XM
to $4.00 per set, « the following letter from James B. Dxew A Oo. will teetify:
OrncE or Jakes B. Dmcw A Co.. 260 West Fourth St.. Ciecihivati,Ohio.
a.* see — a iww* uywui
To Wlr***«iit JInv '( wee*
enrent.-The
Spoonasentout under thle arrangement we guajeoteS
•re ot
tinrt hwivilyplnted with ^ure nickel iftbe hardest white metal known), and*
double-extraplate of pure Coin Standard Silver
ver added on top of the nickel, thua
time rendering mem
them me
the
very beet Silver-Plated Ware manufactured.In no eaae will they be sold at retailby ns, and cannot

DOUBLE

wwa/
beit

tjijjjg-. B_

DKEW, t co_

SILVERWARE COUPON.
On receipt of thta Cou|>oo, togetherwith 50c. to cover express or mailingand boxing charges,
we herebyagree to tend to any address * aet of our Pure Coin-StandarddoubVextr*plated

SILVER SPOONS.

All charge*are to be prepaid by the
free of any other charge.

50c. sent

in,

and the Spoona will be delivered at deatlnatfen

tri»^'Arr^^w.1,FSsss/^ssaSiH. o.

IM JE»OnT A.NT NOTXCTEJ.
A

BOOK

MILLION.

Two parts just published. Fifty cents eorh. postpaid.
for the
.bWARD’s DESIGNS for the FRET BAW.
Two parts just published. Fifty cents each, portpuid.
Ac., SENT J
Order free catalogue by postal card of Art, Architect- Catarrh, Kupture. Opium
ural and Rural lucks. GEO. E.
o. ‘*4in^jr>iQ’^f^llpCnHllj( j,0> j} jf. 8th it, Bt Locis,
Publisher,13(1 Chamber* St, New York.

WOODWARD,

OF TfllS ISSUE OF THIS

makc$10adsy

WOODWARD’S

Mr. Joe Jefferson will remain in WO
England for the remaiuderof the present

FROM THE DATE

By the term* of this contractthis liberal arrangement bolds
date of thU paper ; therefore It Is to the interest of all who are s

sbmi&betf dresseddincUo

Ik

Mu

JAM^

*B.

dc

OOV

[Official.]

Common

H. WpHffiam, TQTflE PUBLIC.

Council.

TcKttJAi,April 17, 1877.

I,

The Common Council met In regular
and was called to order by the

a-ssion

New Spring

llfilNlim?

Mayor.
:

Minutes of
approved.

last

My

meeting were read and

A

.....

I

always keep on hand a full stock of

Give me a

Mr. J. Albers will attend to his Clock and Jew
olry business, and Mr. Wijkhnljscnlo the Watches.
However, each of them will wait on the public In
absence of the other. They have a large and beau
tlful stock of Clocks and Watches,which they offer
for sale cheap.

resolved that time be

extended.
(Aid. Hoogestegerappeared and took Ids
seat.

CALL & SEE.

The Com. on Claims and Accounts reported recommending the following bill
tor payment:

—Adopted and bill ordered paid.
(Aid. Matrau appeared and took

Holland, Mich.,

J. 0.

weeks.

I

,

Tr

Holland, March

NO.

DeVries ••
C. Keppel •*
< Kepp.rl “
It.

Vaarwerk “
DcJong
“

0. J. te
C.

“

oo

“

(Xi

“
“

50
50
00

3
2
**
2
•/
...............2
................
1

On motion the report and the several
orders were placed ou the General Order of
the

_

Day.

HUE

US

- -

70,

S.

30,

REIDSEMA.

1877,

IsTEW

EIGHTH STREET.

and

Paints

Trusses,

Chamois Skins,

.The

undere gned han opened a hardware store In
the old stand of G. J. Haverkate, where he will
keep constantly on hand a complete stock of General Hardware.Stoves, Glass, Nails, Farming Im
plemenu. Carpenter’sTools and everythingelse
belongingto our Hue of business.

a

E. J.

SLEIGHS TRUCKS

new shop we have pur

And we are confident we can
want

E.J.

satisfy ail

whe

WE HAVE

On motion

Holland and Vicinity.

SPECIALITY.

Or anything In our line, manufactured on short
notiee.

H.

W. VERBEEK &

fcave kindly favored me with

your

patron-

age and friendship.My professional bus-

country. Yet,
increase

my

I, cannot expect

to greatly S’

business here with the present

scarcity of money, I find that a part of

my

time might be spared from this place and
devoted to the
elsewhere,

ing

interests

and

my own

while

need

business here.

the Old

Home

my

?'

I

E. J.

Apply

would be advanc-

HARRINGTON.

HARRINGTON.

Inquire of

E. J.

HARRINGTON.

City Lots for Sale
E. J.

Cheap at

TWENTY-FIFTH

tf

1875.
And

Probate Order.
ol Ottawa, ss:
At a session of the Probate Court of the County
of Ottawa, holden at tho Probate Office, in the
City of Grand Haven, in said County, on Tuesday the twentieth day of March, in the year one

‘of
la

heartfelt

D
Holland, Mid.,

_

' |

H Ora s n

April.,

im

“W-

be’

bamcel

l.

e. J.

1876.

Furnishing Goods,

_

HARRINGTON.

E. J.

Misses and Ladies’ Cloaks, and

Cloaking, Fall and Winter Shawls,

Harrington.

and

A

hill

all

kinds of Gloves.

supply of
all

fall

and winter hats

of the latest styles.

Elegant Dress Goods, Fine Cloaking and
Shawls we make
Beautiful Furs, and

a specialty.

Fur Cloak trimming, and a

of

large variety

Ornamental Feathers.

F0RTTALE.
Call and

tate,
No
"j'vaTlIndeqend
Probate. WAff.Awt*

Judge of

__

WINTER.

a full line in Ladies’

A new lot of Embroidery
Suits, Infants’
and insertion at

HOWARD.

thanks and gratitude nraver
‘t an7 ther®
the
Petitionershould not be granted:
tor ail these kindnesses, hoping to be able An^it
to conUnue to merit the same in the future. notice* £/Xlh£ 0rdtir‘;d’ thal Ba,d Petitioner give
In considerationof the redaction of License on VulcaniteRubber work, a corresponding reduction will be made on all
plate-work.

my

FALL AND

Millinery, Toys and Fancy Goods.

HARRINGTON.

J Harrington.

all

IT.

HOLLAND,

Lawns

you

COUGH

CANDY

Grist Mill.

A great variety of new prints— New
time and supervision
and having lately entered into an arranceinousandeight huedred and seventy-seven. Styles of Ginghams, handsome patterns, at
ment with Dr. Piper, of Allegan, to pfo- Present:8aiiu«l L. Tate, Judge of Probate.
E. J. HARRINGTON.
In the maiter of the estate of Wllhelraina
secute a Dental business there, it will be
minor?*
CorDe,U
P,aS8cr»
*nd
Mtta,ke
Plugger,
necessary for me to spend so much of my
time there as can be spared from the busi- nf0ii«n,a«d,ng?nd fll,nK ‘ii® Petition, duly verified,
in the most beautiful
ness here. My experience is that I can hLHthiy* PeJonK’ Ku>rd,anof said estate, prayvarteties
at
I5rt.«8he m.ay be empowered and licensedto
give sometime to the office at Allegan
real estate In said petition described
and still do all the business that is called
E.
for here. The encouragement, patronage,
friendship and hospitality that I have reWorsted Dress Goods— some of the
ceived trom the people of Holland and
richest patterns ever opened here at an
surroundingcountry, has attached me
astonishingly low price.
very much to this place, and I extend to
my

heat

Nathan Kenyon, Banker

stove-wood

A Good opportunityfor a

have an interest in STATE OF MICHIGAN. County

office at Allegan, which re-

quires a part ot

The

been made In the conditions
in use— For
of a certain mortgage executedby George P.
sale in New York for
Reed and Azubah Reed, his wife, toEll Hartzell,
bearingdate the fourth day of Jnne, A. D. 1874, and
Of iE£ tlie Past 30 years, but
recorded in the office of the Register of Deeds for
Ottawa County. State of Michigan, on the tentn
in this State.
day of Jnne, A. D. 1874. at eight o’clock in the foreForSale by the pound
noon, in Liber Y of Mortgages, on page 556, through
non-payment of the money secured to be paid bv
or ounce.
said mortgage,by reason of which the power to sell
in said mortgage has become operative, on which
mortgage there is claimed to be due at the date of
PLEASANT
TAKE.
this notice the sum of fourteen hundred and fortyT 3R,
nine dollarsand seven cents, and also an attorney
fee of twenty-five dollarsprovided for In said mortN. B.— Dealers sup
gage; and no suit or proceeding having been instituted at law to recoverthe debt now remainingseplied
wholesale
cured by said mortgage or any part thereof: Notice Is therefore hereny given, that by virtue of a
rales at the
power of sale containedin said mortgage,and pursuant to statute in such case made and provided,
City
Store.
the said mortgage will be foreclosed by a sale at
48— 6mo
public vendue of the mortgaged premises therein
described, to wit: All the south half of the south
half of the southwestquarter of section thirteen,
town seven north, range fonrtcen west; also the
northeastquarter of the northeast quarter of secMICH.,
tion twenty-three, town seven north, tango lourtcen
n
west, containingeighty acres, same more or less,
Does a general Banking, Exchange, and Colaccording to Government Survey, all being In Ottawa County, State of Michigan, at the front door lection business. Collections made on all points
of the Court House of said Ottawa County,in the in the United States and Europe. Particularatten
tion paid to the collectionsof Banks and Bankers.
City of Grand Haven in said County,
DAY OF JUNE. A. D. 1877. Remittances made on day of payment. All busiat two o’clock in the afternoon, to pay the sum due ness entrusted to me shall nave prompt attenon said mortgage with interest and costs. Includ- tion Interest allowed on time deposits, subject
to cheek at sight. Foreign exchangebought
ing said attorneyfee.
and sold. Tickets to and from all points in Europe
Dated, Grand Haven, March 30th. A. D. 1877.
sold at my office.
ELI HARTZELL, Mortgagee.
IDb
N. KENYON.
R. W. Duncan, Attorney.

to,

• M.D;

not interfere with

Walsh’s Cough Candy.

FLIEMAN.

at

HARRINGTON.

M

organisedplat near the M. L. 8. depot at
Sj25 each, except Lots 1 & 2 which are $3(xi each.
Also 6 lots West of Firs! avenno at $125 each. The
above will be sold for a small payment down. Also
the following Lots '*,10,11,12. 18, and 14. in Block
E. Lots 2, 4, 5 and i In Block II. The above will
be sold ou long credit and small payments down.

profession

VAN ZOEREN.

1876.

TO

HARRINGTON.

&

for sale at
E. J.

#

Interests professionally and

financially still it

my

it

of

describedLots In the City of
Holland, I will sell at the following prices:
9, BlockF Lotfl, Block G, West Addition f1175
~
8( Lot
sooth est
7:

14,

Y

Glassware, Crockery, unsurpassed at the Cheap Store of

E. J.

TnFi
A

ptioTiitfiS Lots

Holland, Jnly

W. BUTKAU,
J-

new

Ashway Tweed for suits and bleached
and unbleached muslins, cheaper than ever

FOR SALE.

iness has steadilyincreasednotwithstand- Lot
ing the close financial conditiionof the

„

A

The stand is one door west of G. J. Haverkate
Son's Hardware Store.

C 0 TT

HARRINGTON.

at the store of

stranger in this community, you

—

The undersigned announces to the Public that
they have finished their new Meat-Market,and are
now ready to supply their customerswith all kinds
or Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair
deaUng they feel confident of giving satisfactionto
all those who wish to favor them w ith part of their

Speciality
J.

Eastern Salt, Lime, Lath and Shingles
and other articles too numerous to mention,

Since I came to this city some three years

a

THE

ON THE

Co.

4

ago

1ST

YJ

Cord-wood

AND BLINDS,

jrlth Dr. Piper, of Allegan would not in-

business at this place.

1

Drug

AND THE DRYING OF LUMBER
WE SHALL MAKE A
DOORS, SASH

Prop’r.

Holland. September 1, 1875.

HARRINGTON.

E. J.

To my Friend* and Patrons of the City of

In the

MINDERHOUT,

trade.

for

Horse Shoeing a

A new style of Poplins very
cheap at

DRTZ" KILISr

the

FIRST WARD.

and dispatch.

STEAM

A

up on

MEAT MARKET
-

sell

E. J. Harrinton.

Or Re-Sawing Done.

—Curried.

W.

Ma.de Clothing — and PVEFAULT having

Planing, Matching,

the regular meetings of
the Common Council shall be held ou the
first and third Wednesdays of each month.

fitted

ed with the Hotel.

the

This wagon is the best wagon In use in this State,
and the only slope-spokedwagon manufac
tnred. It is a better wagon than the Jackson Wagon, and I will sell them just as
cheap, and give a written wananty
for one year. Wagons of my
own manufacture I will

Boots and Shoes at

chased entire new Machinery,
Most Approved Patterns;

room has been

MORTGAGE SALE.

Heady

the

for

etc.

SIXTY DOLLARS CASH
Work Warranted.
HARRINGTON. All
General Blackamithing done with neatness

E. J.

For the conreDience of Commercial

J.

Buttons of every description from the
cheapest to the finest— and many other
fineries, too numeroue to mention.

Mill.

on First Floor.

Light & Heavy Wagons.

The Choicest Groceries and

46 2-p

^ ^

ground floor. Livery connect-

New Dry Goods.

JACOB KUITE.

Planing

42-ly

a complete stock at

EHCEjIsriX

S^hu’veryrespec?.

8

Office

Top or Open Buggies

your Patronage.

of

the Pubic that no

elegant furniture.

MANUFACTURER OF

share

J. VAN DER VEEN.
Holland, March 10. 1877. 4-6m

than any

Holland, Feb. 14, 1874.

to

The Rooms are spacious and
well furnished with new and

J.FLIEMAN,

0

and see and give us

1876.

HABJRmGTOFS

one in this City.

Rewind, That

my

JUtlCH.

Agents a large and well lighted sample

Flannels of every descripThe Highest market prices tion and color very cheap at
E. J. HARRINGTON.
paid for Hides.

0)

at

TEAMING DONE ON SHORT NOTICE.

Holland, Dec. 2,

- --

pay the highest market

sell cheaper

RS T-C LA

Harrington,Jr.
John Vaupell.

Promptly Repaired.

By Aid. Cropley,

terfere with

HOLLAND.

GIVE USA TRIAL,

Tinware very Neatly and

Jacob Unite.

I will

and

will be receive

,

Also sole Agent

In re-building our

Holland City News of April 7th
it was intimated that my business relations

.

1875.

E. J.

Meat Market,

Rewind, That

John A. Roost, City Clerk.

IE ID

of Produce

GOOD TURNOUTS^ GUARANTEED.

Counter, Cloth,

By Aid. Cropley,

the Council adjourned until
Wednesday, April 25, 1877.

T

1ST

stable at reasonable rates.

Oils

Are sold as cheap at this Drag- Store as at any
other. Medicineswarrantedto be strictly pure.

After some time spent therein Committee
arose and through their chairman reported
progress.

—

A.

Lifirj, Sale aodjoard Stallt,

prices for ail meats.

Resolced, That the Poor bills, as per orders, be allowed and warrantsbe issued
on the Treasury for the several amounts
Carried.

-

“W

The Proprietorannounces

I will

By Aid. Cropley,

•

Fine horses and beanttfnl carriages,enttera.and
all kinds of vehicles can always be obtained at our

All the leadincr Patent Medicines in the market.
bonds of John Vanpell as constaA lull Stock of the very best Perfumery sold in
ble were also presented each in the sum of bottle or by measure.
Five hundred dollars. One with HermauCall
J. O. DOESBURG;
U8 Boone and Hermanns Vaupell, as sureHolland, Mich., July 29, 1876.
ties; the other with G. J. te Vaarwerk and
Pieter Kleys, as sureties, both of which
were approved.

the report of the Committee be taken from the General Order of
the Day, and said report be adopted as
recommendedby the Committee on Poor,
and orders be issued for the several
amounts.— Carried.

TVTICH

__
IMISGTMfMin CITY HOTEL,

Medicines,

The

GENERAL ORDER OF THE DAY.

HOLLAND,

BAItX WEST OF CITY HOTEL.

Itokos Kunters.— Approved.

The Council went into the Committee of
the Whole. The Mayor appointed Aid.
Dykema as Chairman.

Provisions, etc

RIVER STREET,

Cor. Eighth and Fish Streets,

Paint Brushes.

Retolved, That the City Marshal shall see
that the sidewalks are kept in good repairs.— Carried.

Flour &, Feed,

Stoneware,

Holland, Mich. , November 5,

Hardware Store

Hair and

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS.
By Aid. Dykema,

’

Groceries,

Crockery,

Everything in the line
the highest market prices.

Drugs,

REPORT OF CITY OFFICERS.
The Clerk nresented the bond nf Hon

The City Attorney reported having completed the ordinance relativeto the creating of the office of Ass't. Chief Eng.,
finished,said ordinance was introducedby
the Com. on Ways and Means.— Placed on
the General Order of tho Day.

all

WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD.

DOESBUEG,

SIB

else-

All qualities of Carpets cheap; also,
kinds of Mattrasses.

seat.)

The followingPoor hills were presented
as having been paid, in cases of emergency:
Workman & .Sons, paid orders .............. $•’ .V)

Caps,

e jnvije the Public to come and examine our stock and
judge for themselves. Our line of clothing is very large and
complete and we have no doubt but we can satisfy all who
Feathers wish to purchase.

you go

Live Geese

his

The Com. on Poor reported presenting
the semi-monthly report of the director of
the poor, said report is as follows: 19 persons recommended, amount $83 00 for two

for

a Specialty.

Sept. 25. 1876.

H. WlJKIIUIJSEN,
J. Albers.

and see

call

yourself, before
where.

No. 52, Eighth Street.

conclusion.

was

<fc

Offers his services as such to the pnbllc and will

guaranteehis work for moderate charges. Having
neen engagedfor some time past for Messrs. Joslln
reported verbally asking that further time & Brejman, has now started for himself In ths
store of Mr. i. ALBEBS. at
he granted them relative to the offer of Mr.
Veuhuizen,they having not come to any

it

Hats

Clothing,

other place.

REPORT OF COMMITTEES.
The Committee on Streets and Bridges

On motion

RETAIL.

KETS

'

KOFFERS,

Notions and Trimmings,

Furnishing Goods,

From the cheapest to the finest
CASIn the market, and cheaper than in any

(Aid. Cropley appeared and took his

seat.)

Dry Goods,

O O E El WALNUT
E" S,

Com. ou Claims and Ac-

counts.

&

trade, qo

dealers in

largo stock of well selected Wall Paper and
window shades, which I sell at

WHOLESALE AND

J. W. Miuderhout .............................
Anne Filutstra .................................4S
N. W. Bacon ........................ ....... 8 uO

sen a well assorted stock

DUURSEMA.

NEW FURNITURE.

The followingbills were presented for
payment:

to

Complete,

is

Consisting of all ktnda of

PETITIONS AND ACCOUNTS.

—Hefei red

Stock

to

of Goods for the Fall and Winter
and call at the store of

Goods.

——0—

Mayor Scbnddelee, Aid. Sprielaina, DeVries, Van der Veen, Dykema,
Schmid and the Clerk.
Present

y°u

0

undersitrned.am
am dally
dalle receiving
mroivlnff
tho undersigned,

r"iulre<i
Holland, April lfl‘

__________

.

. .....

*

.

L.

Examine. No Trouble to Show Goods.

&

S.

VAN DEN SERGE,

EIGHTH STREET

HOLIaAND, MICH

...

JJ

